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Campus Traffic Solution Pending

Parties
Quinn Road Plan Resisted By Clifton, Deck Still Not Built Busted By
Police
Shayna Jacobs
News Editor

The conversion of Quinn Road
into a third main traffic passage,
the deciding factor on whether a
2,000-spot parking facility could be
built in Lot 22, has been “unani
mously opposed” by the Clifton City
Council and Passaic County offi
cials for over two years, according
to Councilwoman Gloria Kolodziej,
who addressed it at an Oct. 3 public
council meeting. The lot would be
built in Lot 22, next to Yogi Berra
Stadium and Museum, near the
channel from the current, uphill
Quinn Road entrance, to the m ain
campus.
“We need a proper traffic flow
in and out of campus in order to
have [the parking deck] approved,”
said Christopher Danish, Acting

A ssistant Vice President for
Construction and Engineering
Services. “A new parking deck proj
ect is on hold, pending the Quinn
Road alignment.”
Kolodziej, a two-term mayor of
Clifton, first appointed in 1984, is
a Montclair State alumnus of 1961,
who now sits on the council.
“Obviously we feel th at there
are better ways to help MSU,” said
Kolodziej, who mentioned th at a
suggestion for an alternative plan,
was presented to the university,
after an initial "fty-bver” projec
tion was declined by the state
Department of Transportation. The
“fly-over” plan included a new deck
on Clove Road, with a connect
ing structure, to pass over p art of
campus and funnel onto the main

K arl de V ries
Editor-In-Chief

Over the weekend, Clifton
and assisting M ontclair State
University police officers raided offcampus houses leased by members
of MSU’s baseball and ice hockey
team s, in two separate incidents.
Six arrests were made at 1068
Valley Rd. in Clifton around
2 a.m. Sept. 29. The students,
Kevin Craig, 20, of Howell; Joseph
Bertucci, 20, ofMonmouth Junction;
Aaron Smith, 19, of Lumberton;
K urt Sigmund, 20, of Cranford; and
R e b e cca Ruckriegel I The M ontclarion
Graig Wiedinger, 19, and Jeffrey
Currently an entrance to the university only, Quinn Road is being consid Sporer, 20, both of Hainesport,
ered for the third, and possibly most heavily trafficked, entrance.
S E E “QUINN’ ON P.4
were charged with possession of
m arijuana, controlled dangerous
substances paraphernalia, posses
sion of prescription drugs, main
taining a nuisance and underage
consumption of alcohol.
Since the beginning of
September, nine visits to the resi
lose enthusiasm for the job because dence have been made by Clifton
police in response to noise comit’s ju st business as usual.”
Though he no longer bears the
responsibilities of PPT, G uttilla
made sure Jeremy’s job is easier
than his own experience.
“[When I was PPT,] there was “Obviously, it’s difficult
absolutely no record of when any
of the organizations had last char for people to live in the
tered when I took office, so it fell
vicinity o f this kind of
to me to put all of the informa
tion together by drawing from the house.”
files in the Vice President’s office,”
said Guttilla. “Fortunately, Jeremy Captain Robert M. Rowan
won’t have to do th at this year.”
Clifton Police Department
Guttilla also advised Slagle th at
being PPT “is a lot more work than
it seems,” and th at “it is extremely
im portant th at he teaches the mem plaints from neighbors.
bers of the Constitutional Review
Five of the six men are members
Committee how to do their job prop of the MSU Red Hawks ice hockey
erly, so th at he can delegate some team. When reached for comment,
Coach Chris Potter said he “wasn’t
responsibilities.”
Slagle, however, said he’ll be fine there” a t the time of the incident
on his own. “I know what Fm doing, and refused any further comment.
and everything I know about being
Several missing MSU signs were
PPT, I’ve already learned from past found at the site as well, including
Jeremy Slagle, was elected SGA President Pro Tempore, at the general
a white and red “Welcome to Red
President Pro Tempores.”
meeting on Sept. 27.
Runners-up in the election Hawk Country” banner, a “Coming
aren’t ready for.
Center to be turned into offices for were Ralph Mullenax and Douglas Soon: Student Residential Village”
Slagle also said th at he hopes organizations th at don’t have their McIntyre, but both insist there are sign, as well as a “Please Pardon
to recruit more students to become own space.
no hard feelings. “I was disappoint Our Appearance” placard.
involved with the SGA. “Last year,
L ast year’s PPT, Anthony ed th at I lost; I think the m ain rea
These signs had been missing
the SGA was negatively publicized,” G uttilla, who is currently the SGA son I did was because I don’t know for nearly a year, and the tenants
he said. “Most students have a mis Attorney General, said he left the a lot of the technical aspects of run told police th at the signs had been
understanding of what the SGA position to try something new. “I ning a meeting and I may not have in the house when they moved in.
does, and hopefully we can reveal think it’s a bad idea for someone seemed serious about the position,”
Ed Pasino, ah Adams Terrace
the tru th this year.”
to take on the same position in an said McIntyre. “I think Jeremy will resident, witnessed from his kitchen
Slagle also said he’d like to pull organization two years in a row,” he
for the classrooms in the Student said. “After one year, you start to
S E E “P A RTIES’ ON P.3
S E E “SG A ” ON P.4

SGA President Pro Tempore Winner Disclosed
Runner-Up Feuds With President And Vice President
C hantal G abel
A ssistant News Editor

Former SGA legislator and
current Montclarion and Players
treasu rer Jerem y Slagle was
elected the Student Government
Association President Pro Tempore
last Wednesday at the weekly SGA
meeting. Slagle, who is involved in
a number of organizations on cam
pus, said he “is deeply honored and
excited for the upcoming year.”
The PPT’s responsibilities,
according to Vice President Amy
Chicken, include being present at
every SGA meeting, being up to
date with all current charters of
SGA organizations, being chair of
the constitutional review commit
tee, having a basic knowledge of
Robert’s Rules o f Order and being
the Vice President’s “helper.” If for
some reason the Vice President
can’t attend an SGA meeting, the
PPT takes over.
“I give Jeremy my best con
gratulations,” said Chicken. “He
has many plans to work with the
legislature.”
Those plans, according to Slagle,
include being persistent with orga
nizations this year, as well as deal
ing with the low number of legisla
tors involved in the SGA. He added
th at his involvement with different
organizations on campus will help
him determine what each organi
zation needs, and what they are or
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MSU Campus Calendar
:
THURSDAY 5
Field Hockey, Sprague Field,
7 p.m.

MONDAY 9

Columbus Day

Male Image Week: Luncheon,
ISO: Movie Night, SC Commuter SC Ballrooms, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Lounge, 7 p.m.
Poetry & Prose, SC Ratt, 8 p.m.
Cultural Potluck Dinner, SC
Dining Rm., 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 10
FRIDAY 6

SGA Retreat, 10/6-10/8,
Off-Campus

SUNDAY 8

- Three Vox appropria
tion bills passed
- Psychology Club appro
priation was passed
- S G A Masquerade Ball
appropriation passed
- O SAU computer appro
priation passed
- Jo e Specchio was
appointed Chief Justice

Montclarion

Conversation Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 4 p.m.

The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.

WWE, “No Mercy,” SC Ratt,
8 p.m.
Have A Great Weekend!

1

Male Image Week: Male Image
Dinner, SC Ballrooms, 7 p.m.

SATURDAY 7
WEDNESDAY 11

Male Image Week: Men’s
Health Forum, SC Ballrooms,
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Men Who Cook, SC Ratt, 8 p.m.

WWE, “No Mercy,” SC Ratt,
8 p.m

End The Hate Concert,
Memorial Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Have A Great Weekend!

Sprectrums: Pride Dance, SC
Ballrooms, 9 p.m.

Advertising

SGA Notes

Corrections
The photo published on p.
10 in last week's issue was
taken by Ashton Stathum. The
shuttle photos published on
p. 1 and p. 5 in last week's
issue were taken by Rebecca
Ruckriegel. Also, rapper Juelz
Santana was paid only $15,000
for his performance at last
year's Montclairfest.
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The Police
Report:
Radio And GPS Thefts Consume
MSU Parking Lots
9/25/06 - A student reported the theft of
their Pioneer CD radio from their secured
vehicle while located in Lot 45.
9/25/06 - A student reported the theft of
their GPS street pilot from their secured
vehicle while located in Lot 23.
9/25/06 - Student Ashley Gray was
charged with simple assault under domes
tic violence laws while in Fenwick Hall.
She is scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
9/25/06 - A student reported the theft of
a radio, CD, dress pants and a UPS pack
age from their vehicle while located in
Lot 22.
9/26/06 - A student reported the theft of
their market radio in their secured vehicle
located in Lot 22.
9/27/06 - A student reported the theft of
their GPS unit from their vehicle while
located in Lot 22.
9/28/06 - Student Kimberly Derisi was
arrested for drinking under the legal age
limit while in Freeman Hall. She is sched
ule to appear at Montclair Municipal
Court.
9/30/06 - Non-student Shaun Perryman
was arrested for distribution of marijuana
after police stopped his vehicle on Clove
Rd. University Police recovered 6.5 ounces
of marijuana.
10/1/06 - A student reported a rock being
thrown at his window in Bohn Hall.

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

ROSELLE PARK - A Roselle
Park woman pleaded guilty
today to killing her 14-year-old
daughter, adm itting she mur
dered her sleeping child with a
hammer.
Lynn Giovanni, 46, will serve
30 years in prison. She will not
be eligible for parole for 25-anda-half years.
Giovanni, wearing gray pris
on clothing, stood unshackled
in the witness box of a court
room in the Superior Court in
Elizabeth and answered in the
affirmative when asked whether

PENN. - Pennsylvania schoolhouse killer Charles Carl Roberts
IV told his wife he molested
young relatives 20 years ago
and was dreaming about molest
ing children again, police said
Tuesday.
Investigators talked to rela
tives and analyzed suicide notes
as they tried to determine what
made Roberts barricade himself
inside the tiny Amish school,
tying up girls and shooting
them, five fatally, before killing
him self Monday.
Pennsylvania State Police
Commissioner Jeffrey Miller
said Roberts may have targeted
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Local News
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haste” .

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

she repeatedly hit her daughter,
Nicole, in the back of a head with
a hammer on Feb. 6,2005.
CHATHAM - After moving to
Chatham last year, Katie Young
began to notice a harsh new fact
of Jersey life.
She and her husband make
more money than th eir old
friends back in North Carolina.
Yet, after spending $3,500 on
her mortgage and taxes, there’s
not as much left to spend at the
end of the month.
“It’s crazy,” she said. “We cut

the school for its female students
and, given various items found
in the school, intended to molest
the children.
WASHINGTON - Federal prison
officials aren’t reading all mail
to and from convicted terrorists
and other high-risk inmates, a
security gap that could prove
deadly, a Justice Department
review concluded Tuesday.
Moreover, prison investiga
tors read less inmate mail now
than a year ago at seven of 10
prisons surveyed by the Justice
Department’s inspector general.
“The th reat rem ains th at

back on vacations, going out to
dinner. We drive a Honda Civic.
Everything is very basic.”
Thousands of other families
are living like the Youngs, new
census data indicates.
The Great Housing Boom
th at marked the first half of
this decade didn’t-jtflft drive up
home prices. It changed the way
New Jersey families spend their
money.
HUDSON COUNTY - A defunct
funeral home was unexpected
ly serving as the final resting

place for one last body, authori
ties said.
The corpse of an unidentified
man was found in the boardedup building th at once housed
Murray’s, A Temple of Service.
The funeral home has been
closed about two years.
Investigators wouldn’t com
ment on how long the body had
appeared to be in 'th e funeral
home. An autopsy is expected
to be performed tomorrow to
determine the cause of death,
Hudson County F irst Assistant
Prosecutor Guy Gregory said.

terrorist and other high-risk COLORADO - Hurricane expert
inm ates can use mail and ver William Gray downgraded his
bal communications to conduct forecast for the 2006 Atlantic
terrorist or crim inal activities storm season again Tuesday,
while incarcerated,” concluded predicting one more hurricane,
the inspector general’s report of two more named storms but no
U.S. Bureau of Prisons facilities. intense hurricanes.
The mail investigation was
Gray and fellow Colorado
spurred, in part, after three State University researcher
convicted terrorists at a federal Philip Klotzbach cited El Nino
m aximum-security prison in conditions for the reduced num
Florence, Colo., were found to ber of storms.
have w ritten an estimated 90
The long-term average for
letters between 2002 and 2004 the June-through-Novem ber
to Islamic extremists, including Atlantic hurricane season is 9.6
some with links to the March named storms, 5.9 hurricanes
11, 2004 attacks on commuter and 2.3 intense hurricanes, the
trains in Madrid.
forecasters said.

International Ne
NIGERIA - M ilitants who
attacked a m ilitary convoy
escorting oil workers in the res
tive south freed nine of 25 the
Nigerians taken in the deadly
raid as fresh violence flared
Tuesday, company and m ilitary
officials said.
Eurwen Thomas, a Royal
Dutch Shell PLC spokeswoman,
had no further details on the
remaining 16 Shell subcontrac
tor hostages, taken Monday in
southern region where most of
the crude from Africa’s largest
oil producer is pumped.

Also Tuesday, m ilitants
attacked a boat carrying oilservices workers in the same
area of the swampy Niger Delta,
wounding several soldiers,
including one seriously, said a
private security official.
IRAQ - Iraqi Prime M inister
Nuri al-M aliki on Tuesday
gained the backing of leading
Sunni and Shiite pohticians for
his four-point plan “to stop the
bloodshed” in the midst of wide
spread sectarian violence.
Iraqi media dubbed the pact

the “Ram adan Agreement,”
because of its signing dur
ing the Muslim holy month of
Ramadan.
Under the plan, field commit
tees would be formed, compris
ing political parties, religious
figures, tribal leaders, dignitar
ies and representatives of the
armed forces working to combat
violence.
CONGO - Nineteenth century
French aristocrat and explorer
Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza
was reburied with honors on

Tuesday in the African capi
tal which bears his name, as
France called for a new partner
ship with the continent.
Three presidents joined
onlookers at a marble mauso
leum in Congo Republic’s capital
Brazzaville to rebury the Italianborn aristocrat, 126 years after
he founded the city in a pact
with a local chief sealed with a
gift of cloth and beads.
Congolese sailors in white
uniforms carried Brazza’s cof
fin, draped in the flag of his
adoptive France.
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PARTIES
CONTINUED FROM R 1

window several unidentified adults climbing
a light pole last year near the Quinn Road.
He said they were attem pting to remove
the signs and called campus police, but no
arrests were made.
“Obviously, it’s difficult for people to live
in the vicinity of this kind of house,” said
Detective Captain Robert M. Rowan of the
Clifton Police Dept., where he is the com
mander of the investigations bureau.
He went on to say th at nearly 55 people
were there at the time th at police arrived on
the scene.
Early Sunday morning, around 12:30

Caldwell.
The house was unofficially associated
with the soccer team , as several members of
the team resided there.
Charges of underage drinking and distri
bution of alcohol to minors were filed, total
ing 128, although no arrests were made.
“The reports will be reviewed by the
Office of the Dean of Students and, if appro
priate, University judicial charges will be
filed,” said Holly Gera, Director of Athletics
for MSU, through a statem ent released to
The Montclarion.
“Our surrounding community should not

p o d heal today? :m
Is physical and emotional healing
p o s s ib le ^ -^ K ^ H

“O ur surrounding com m unity should not have to tolerate large
crowds, people vomiting, urinating and blasting music for the sake of
a good party.”
Sergeant Kieran Barrett
Montclair State University Police Department

§ a sp e cia l presentation
W Bm
on th is É m M
H

I

BNl
a.m., police responded to another noise com
plaint at 101 Madison Ave., also in Clifton.
According to the supervisor on the scene,
Sergeant Hernandez of the Clifton Police
Dept., approximately 90 people were in the
house at the time of his arrival.
The four residents, Jacob Beitz, 23, of
Flemington; Ray Anderson, 21, of North
Caldwell; Brian Butler, 23, of Wycoff and
Nathan Kopp of York, Penn., were charged
with a noise complaint ordinance but were
not arrested.
On Sept. 4, a “back-to-school” party with
approximately 200 attendees, many of whom
were MSU students, was broken up in North

have to tolerate large crowds, people vomit
ing, urinating and blasting music for the
sake of a good party,” said Sergeant Kieran
B arrett of the MSU Police Dept.
“Students involved in such crimes can
face penalties such as fines, probation and/or
loss of driving privileges in the state of New
Jersey,” he added. “The penalty would be
dependant on the actual offense and the
municipal judge for lesser offenses, such as
underage drinking or serving alcohol to a
minor.”
“Whenever MSU students (athletes or
not) are depicted in a negative light, it is a
reflection on the campus and on all other

Thursday, Oct. 5th
Student Center Rattskellar
7:30pm
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Class IISGA
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________________________________ QUINN________
CONTINUED FROM R 1

campus.
Bordering the Quinn Road entrance, 1050
Valley Rd., formerly a residential property,
was sought after for the conversion plan, and
purchased by MSU, for $710,000 on June 7,
2005.
“Up until spring 2005, everything seemed
to be progressing well,” said Ann Frechette,
Executive Director of Communications and
Marketing. “We knew because of this prog
ress, we needed to acquire property where
Quinn met Valley.”
A diagram in the “Quinn Road
Modifications Assessment Report” prepared
by Pennoni Associates, Inc., an Engineering
Consulting firm of Cranford, retained by
the City of Clifton, shows a sketch of the
proposed “Quinn Road Extension” which
would overlay the 1050 Valley Road property,
purchased by MSU.
A report was released by surveying firm
Keller and Kirkpatrick ofParsippany, on Nov.
11, 2004 entitled “Engineering Feasibility
Study ofModifying Quinn Road For Two-Way
Traffic Operations,” outlines three alterna
tives. A second, presiding, report by the same
firm , called “M ontclair State University
Quinn Road Extension Traffic Impact Study,”
released on April 19, 2005, had two alterna
tives. These engineering reports were paid
for by MSU.
“Alternative 1 consists of m aintaining the
existing Quinn Road approach for inbound
traffic, and creating a new outbound road
way th at would intersect with Valley Road
at approximately 90-degrees, directly across
from MacLean Road,” the “Alternative 1”
overview of the second survey read. “The
intersection would be signalized.”
Modifications made from the alternatives
in the first report were made because of feed

back from neighbors, as documented in the
second report.
“A lternative 2 consists of realigning
Quinn Road to. intersect with Valley Road
as a two-way roadway at approximately 90degrees, across from Pino Court,” it contin
ued. This alternative would also require a
traffic signal approval and installation.
The placement of a traffic light at the
proposed Quinn Road outlet, would require
the permission of Passaic County because
Valley Road, C.R. 621, is a Passaic county
road. “Any new traffic signals on Valley
Road would be owned and m aintained by
the City of Clifton, with approval required
from Passaic County and the New Jersey

“We are awaiting county and
township approval for the Q uinn
Road renovations. This process
is taking m uch longer than we
anticipated.”
Christopher D anish
Acting Assistant Vice President For Constructing
and Engineering Services

Department of Transportation,” the earlier
report said. The extension fork would form
an intersection of traffic between MacLean
Street, Quinn Road, and the southbound and
northbound queues of Valley Road.
Acting A ssistant Vice President for
Construction and Engineering Services
Christopher Danish did not comment on

— —

whether there were alternative plans for a
third parking garage, and did not provide
information about the cost of the Quinn mod
ification. According to Danish, the ability to
build a parking garage in Lot 22 depends on
whether Quinn is renovated.
“We are awaiting county and township
approval for the Quinn Road renovations,”
said Danish. “This process is taking much
longer than we anticipated.”
The more recent of the MSU surveys
estim ated th at “approximately 55 percent
of traffic exiting [MSU] would use the new
Quinn Road exit.” It further details th at 50
percent would be tiuning left and 5 percent
turning right.
Quinn neighbor Ed Pasino spoke at the
meeting’s open forum session. Pasino, a high
school history teacher and 1979 MSU alum,
has been tracking the situation since he was
informed of it.
“The increased traffic on Valley Road
Would endanger all using the road and the
steep grade of Quinn Road would endanger
the students and faculty who would use it if
it became a two-way,” said Pasino. “The exit
was not m eant merely to take pressure off
the other two exits, as [MSU] stated. It was
m eant to. be a direct exit for the proposed
2,000-car parking gkrage.”
State Assemblyman Thomas Giblin (D),
commented, “The engineers from Clifton and
people from the university need to sit down
and make a plan B. From what I understand,
there’s been minimal communication.”
Giblin explained th at the $2.4 million
th at Congressman Bill Pascrell helped
appropriate for the Quinn-Road project could
probably be used for an alternative project if
the renovation was halted.
“Why not look a t other options if they’re

w w w .them o ntclario n.o rg
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available,” added Giblin.
Clifton and MSU have hired legal counsel
to represent their interests. According to
Kolodziej, the only contact between the par
ties has been through their attorneys. She
also said th at MSU has threatened litiga
tion.
“The City of Clifton and Board of
Freeholders are holding firm on their posi
tion,” said Kolodziej.
Clifton Mayor Jam es Anzaldi was in office
when the permission was first granted by
Clifton for the university to construct Quinn
Road. He could not recall precisely when the
unw ritten permission to use Quinn as an
entrance was made.
“I think [University President] Dr. Cole
has made it more difficult than it should be,”
said Anzaldi, who sits on the city council. He
explained th at Clifton has offered a proposal
idea to relieve Clove Road traffic congestion.
“The seven of us are the adm inistrative
body of Clifton,” said Anzaldi of the city
council. “Not one policy maker ever said [the
renovation] was a good idea. Not ever.
When asked about the communication
between Clifton and MSU officials regarding
the plan, Danish said he had no comment.
On Oct. 28, 2004, The Montclarion first
reported th at then Director of Architectural
and Engineering Services Doug Cooper, said
th at Quinn Road “will be turned into a twoway entrance and exit.”
He continued, “The idea [to change Quinn
Road] was initially rejected by both Clifton
Township and Passaic County. When the
school reintroduced [the council] to the idea
they began to see how it would benefit them
as well.”
President Susan Cole was unavailable to
comment this week due to an overseas trip.

$&■*£€£yo*$fskiti.

Ed Pasino, Adams Terrace resident, speaks at a Clifton municipal council meeting, and
addresses council members about the Quinn Road renovation.
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SGA
CONTINUED FROM R 1

do a good job, he pays attention to the rules,”
he added.
McIntyre says he plans to remain an SGA
legislator and possibly chair the University
Affairs Committee again, as well as running
again next year.
Mullenax also expressed Slagle’s qualifi
cations as PPT. “He has a thorough knowl
edge of the statutes and has experience in
SGA. There are some who have their doubts,
but I think he may surprise his skeptics.”
Like McIntyre, Mullenax said he’ll also
continue being a legislator. “I hope to write
more bills th at change student life on campus
for the better, and refining some statutes
to reflect more of a cohesive, equal three
branches of government,” he said.
- Despite this, Mullenax expressed his dis
may when the newly elected PPT and Vice
President left last week’s Wednesday meet
ing and asked him to run it, a duty th at is
prim arily the PPT’s. “I was a little upset that
before I even had the chance to sit down after
the election, I was asked to run the meeting,”
he said.
Slagle said he had to leave due to a family
emergency. “I wish I didn’t have to leave, but
I had to,” he said.
Chicken had to leave because 'she
was involved in the campus’ first annual
“Celebrity Softball” game. “I usually never
leave meetings and I wanted to support this
new tradition for homecoming,” said Chicken.
“Although Jeremy won and had to leave, I
felt between the remaining PPT candidates
th at Ralph knew Robert’s Rules soundly and
was capable to run the meeting. If it was
offensive to him, I believe he would have or
should have said something prior to taking
the chair.”
Mullenax also said he thinks his loss is

due partly to SGA President Angelo Lilia. “I
believe I lost based on the fact .that Angelo
stood up immediately before the vote and
practically said, although in subtler words,
‘Do not vote for Ralph,’” he said.
“According to the [recorded dialogue] at
the meeting, I never said ‘do not vote for
Ralph,” said Lilia.
He added that, as president, it is his
responsibility to make the campus aware
of how “the SGA was hu rt by the actions of
Ralph [last year], which also hurts the cam
pus community.” According to Lilia, last year
Mullenax t6ok down the SGA website and
cost $10,000 in student fees. “I would never
tell the legislature to not vote for a particular
candidate.”
In concurrence w ith Lilia’s state
ment, Mullenax sent a resignation as Web
Coordinator via e-mail last year saying, “I
resign my post as Web Coordinator of the
Student Government Association. The SGA
website will be taken down immediately as a
public protest of ybur actions.”
Mullenax also wrote to Lilia and Chicken
in an e-mail, ““I am so absolutely disgusted
by your actions during this election process.
Because let us remember ... ‘if one member
does something for the SGA, we all do it.’ I do
not want the actions of this Executive Board
(namely you two) to be at all associated with
my name.”
In response to this allegation, Mullenax
said Chicken wrote an apology e-mail in
reply to his, therefore, there was no hinder
ing in their relationship.
Lilia said he wanted to make sure the
legislature was aware of Mullenax’s relation
ship with Chicken before they voted, because
being PPT requires a close relationship
between the PPT and the Vice President.

The M ontclarlon is a C la s s I organization of the SGA,

“When I brought th at issue up last week,
he bed to the legislature, saying he can only
not work with me, and th at the e-mail was
only addressed to the President,” said Lilia
“The reason I brought th at up is because
the PPT has to directly work with the Vice
President, ju st like the [Web Coordinator]
works directly w ith the President.”
“If Lilia’s intentions were pure, he
would have also brought up the fact th at
Jeremy Slagle lost two elections for Attorney
General, after which he stormed out of the
room in anger, and th at he was also one vote
away from impeachment as Appropriations
[Committee] chair last year,” said Mullenax.
Mullenax added Lilia was “making com
ments about him as Web Coordinator behind
[his] back” last semester. He added, “the
heaviest blow was at a brainstorm ing cabinet
meeting last spring, where he embarrassed
me in front of the entire cabinet, telling me
th at I don’t work on the website, as well as
insulting the look of the website.”
Mullenax said during the election pro
cess last spring, in which he ran for Vice
President, Lilia made false accusations, say
ing he forged signatures on his petition. “I
never said I did not want to be associated
with them,” he added. “I [shut down the web

site] so people would ask me what happened
to it, to raise awareness of the concerns and
problems I had so th at I could share them
w ith the campus, so they could be made
aware of th eir student government. W hat
else is the point of the protest?”
Mullenax said he helped coordinate the
website this year, and th at there is a “spe
cial thanks to Ralph Mullenax” on the
website. Furtherm ore, M ullenax said the
$10,000 in fees had nothing to do w ith his
taking down the website.
By knocking down the SGA website,
according to Lilia, M ullenax disabled
students from having the opportunity to
research all of what the SGA and its organi
zations have to offer MSU.
“We received complaints from prospective
legislators and current MSU students look
ing to get involved with other SGA organiza
tions,” said Lilia.
“I can and will be working with Ralph and
I truly hope his views on helping the student
body will be acted upon this year, and not
ju st said,” he added.
The elections for President Pro Tempore
aren’t done in May along with the E-board
elections, according to Slagle, because incom
ing fall freshm an have to vote for the PPT.
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An Interview
With A Super
Trooper

courtesy of www.nleomf.com

Rob G ilb ert, Ph. D.
Department o f Excercise Science and Physical
Education

RAY GUIDETTI
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY 1989
N.J. STATE POLICE TROOPER OF THE
YEAR, 2006
Don’t ask yourself what the world needs.
Ask yourself w hatm akes you come alive
and then go do that.
Because what the world needs is people who
have come alive.
. — Howard Thurman,
theologian and civil rights leader

•
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Be Good To Yourself And Find Time for Physical Activity
Jam es Carpentier
Sta ff Writer

While MSU students and staff juggle time
between academics, jobs and extra-curricular
participation, finding time to fit in exercise or
some form of low, moderate or intense daily
physical activity can be difficult, yet should
also be an im portant part of the schedule.
Engaging in some kind of physical activ
ity - be it aerobic exercise classes, weight
training, brisk walking, jogging, and even
low-intensity (moderate) forms of physical
activity each day, i.e. climbing stairs, parking
the car farther away and walking farther to
your destination - go a long way in promoting
health. If you are sedentary and want to get

into shape, fitness experts generally recom
mend first getting your physician’s OK, then
starting off with the easiest form of exercise:
a walking program. It doesn’t have to be a
long walk; gradually increase your walking
distance each day. Maybe a 10-minute walk
around the campus, then 15 the next day,
etc., until you can comfortably do 20-to-30minute walks each day (it can be broken
up into 15 minutes early in the day, and 15
minutes at the end of the day - you can get
the same health benefits as a straight 30minute walk!) Also, go to the library or the
local book store for books on exercise pro
grams including walking and weight trainS E E ‘ACTIVITY’ ON P. 9

Matinee Float Building Camaraderie
Luke W eisenbach
Sta ff Writer

Only three short hours and as many
members as they could m uster on an early
Saturday morning was all th at Montclair
State University organizations had to build
their floats for homecoming this year. They
built yellow-brick roads, the Hollywood hills
now reading “Rockywood” and the aptly
named “Kasser Chinese Theater.”
The theme for this homecoming was
“Welcome to Rockywood,” a tribute to
Hollywood, MSU-style. Befitting the theme,
some organizations used pictures of glamor
ous movie stars to serve as a backdrop for
their movie-themed performances.
At 8 a.m., the homecoming float building
began, with a rush of organizations lugging
cardboard and wooden set pieces and driving
their rented and borrowed trucks to Lot 23.
Theta Xi joined forces with Sigma Delta
Phi to create their float for the parade, in
an effort to show unity between the student
organizations. The night before, the organiza
tions had bought their construction supplies.
As the sun shone down on the various
groups huddled together on the asphalt, the

The above quote is the best career advice
I know. As a professor, it’s always gratify
ing when former students find what makes
them come alive. A 1989 graduate has found
th at working in the field of law enforcement
makes him come alive, and he’s been doing it
at an award-winning level.
On Sept. 12, State Police Detective Sgt.
First Class Raymond Guidetti was award
ed the U.S. Attorney General’s Award for
Excellence in Furthering the Interests of U.S.
National Security. He received this award in
recognition for his part in the prosecution in
the penalty phase of Zacharias Moussaoui,
who was convicted of conspiracy in the 9/11
terrorist attacks. This was the largest terror
ism case in the history of the United States. “This is a good way to
Ray spent five years researching exactly
what happened on United Flight 93 after it bring everyone together.
was hijacked.
On Sept. 30, Ray was honored as Trooper To see everyone out enjoy
of the Year for the New Jersey State Police. them selves really shows a
He was selected for this award from nearly
3,000 state troopers.
sense o f pride.”
Last week, Ray returned to his alma Josh C avalier
Junior and RecBoard
S E E ‘TR O O PER’ ON P. 8

Karl de Vries I The Montclarion

Here, Alpha lota Chi members work on the float they were going to present during the
annual homecoming parade.

real building process was starting.
their presence.
The trick this year was a change in sched
The early start was a good way for partici
ule from a Friday night build last year to a pants to get to know the people they would
Saturday morning, in an effort to keep the be spending the morning with, hanging out,
students in line. The university paid seven joking around and complaining about how
Montclair State University police officers to early it was.
oversee the morning’s operations, but there
were no students acting in a way warranting
S E E ‘C AM AR AD ERIE’ ON P. 1 1

Pep Rally Sucessfully Stirs MSU Students’ Spirits
Diana Salam eh
Sta ff Writer

UrbanDictionary.com says th at pep rallies
are a way of forcing students to have school
spirit. It goes on to say th at pep rallies are
usually in support of football teams, and take
place against the will of the students. This
was not the case on Sept. 26, when Montclair
State University held their fall pep rally on
the softball field. Anchoring the middle of
homecoming week, the pep rally was a brief
event, fully representing all of the fall sports
and highlighting the football team.
Pep rallies have taken on a new meaning
at Montclair. Beyond the free t-shirts and
water bottles th at the College Life Union
Board members were tossing in the crowd,

MSU “gear” was sported by all who attended
the festivities. Blurs of red, black, and gray
sweatshirts were among the crowds and.some
spirited students even had their team jerseys
on. It was unanimous throughout the stands
of people th at Montclair was ready to take
home big victories on the sports fields this
year.
The pep rally began with the MSU cheer
leaders performing a routine. The combina
tion of dance, gymnastics and pure school
spirit caused an uproar of cheers in the
crowd. The soccer, field hockey and volleyball
teams were all introduced and ran through
a tunnel of cheerleaders, while the MSU
mascot, Rocky, cheered from the side. As a
S E E ‘P E P RALLY’ ON P. IX

courtesy of Ashton Stathum

During the pep rally, homecoming king and queen hopefuls waited in the softball
bullpins to hear who would go on in the second round.
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M y boyfriend has brought up the idea o f having anal sex w ith me in the past, but I'm not com fortable w ith it. |
I to ld him I don *t want to do it, so he sa id th at I should w rite to you and g et you r advice. Should I give in to I
what he wants o r ju s t say no?
.
■
'
-/ :•-**
Peter Schaus
Arts and Entertainment Editor

I think the real issue we shotild be address
ing is not whether you should be having anal
sex with your boyfriend, but why he is trying
to convince you to do something you clearly
don’t want to do and using outside sources,
like Koren and I, to manipulate you into suc
cumbing to his sexual wishes. I’m sure you’re
an intelligent enough person to know what
turns you on sexually. Morally speaking, it’s
my personal belief th at any sexual act, such
as anal sex, th at happens behind closed doors
between two consenting adults is perfectly
acceptable. It only really becomes immoral
when one person is being pressured into
doing something sexual th at they don’t
want to do. It’s a violation and shows a
great lack of respect for your partner.
As sex advice columnists, we can’t tell
you what we do. What we can do is try
to give you all the facts and let you form
your own decision. Physiologically speaking,
there have been no studies showing women
receiving any particular
pleasure from anal sex in
the same way th at men do.
If you talk to any women
who have engaged in it,
they will probably tell you
th at they either didn’t mind
it or found it painful.
However, I think it’s
imperative th at you discuss
■ I
this m atter with your boy
friend. You need to stick to
your guns. Don’t let him

manipulate you into doing anything you don’t
Koren Frankfort
want to do. Relationships are about compro
Managing Editor
mise, and in this case, you need to let him
know th at it’s his turn to surrender. You also
My dear, if you truly don’t want to try
need to let him know th at it’s not acceptable anal sex, do not. However, your asking me
to use peer pressure as a way
to get implies th at you may have curiosities about
what he wants. We can’t
that
particular act of intimacy.
speak for your sex
I cannot give you
ual self I’m sure
an unbiased recom
th at if you asked
mendation, but if you
him to stick a large
do try anal, please
object up
h is

out
hole
and
he
refused, and
then you tried
to
get
other
people
to con
vince him,
he would be more upset
than you are now.

m ake
s u r e
th a t you
utilize good
judgm ent.
For
instance, if you have
rays felt th at it was
som ething th at
isn’t “you,”
th en
you
should
con
sider the person that
you are with. I cannot emphasize
this enough: you are considering having a

sexual act th at you’ve dread
ed; the person you are with
is going to be remembered in
th at way.
If you tru st the person you
are with and you feel comfort
able, then do whatever your
conscience dictates. It’s your
business, and it’s fine. No one
can tell you how to live your
life. However, I will advise
you to take the proper precau
tions.
Make sure you use pro
tection. By protection, this means a latex
condom, which can be purchased at virtually
every convenience store, even the C-Store,
conveniently enough. Use a water-based
lubricant, as opposed to an oil-based one. Oilbased lubricants deteriorate the structure of
the latex.
If you are allergic to latex condoms, there
are alternatives th at are effective when prop
erly used. Non-latex condoms also require
lubricant
If you do not know the proper way to use a
condom, the next “check-up” you have at your
physician for your regular blood screenings,
physicals and the like, ask them to explain
S E E ‘SH E SA ID ’ ON P. 1 0

I f you have any questions you would
like answered by our team o f sex and
relationship advisors, send an e-mail to
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said
She Said”in the subject line
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m ater to speak in my New Student Seminar
class. The following is part of an interview I
conducted th at day in class with Ray:
GILBERT: What do you like most about your
career in law enforcement?
GUIDETT1: I find it endlessly interesting.
I don’t recommend the job for anyone who’s
going into it for the money and the benefits.
You have to live it, breathe it, and get excited
about it. It’s an extremely unique job. There
are a lot of problems to solve — you’re con
stantly solving problems.
GILBERT What do you know now th at you
wish you knew when you were a first-year
student at MSU?
GinDETTI: The opportunities at MSU are
boundless. There are opportunities for friend
ships, knowledge, careers. There are oppor
tunities for ju st about everything. Ju st today
while I was walking by Memorial Auditorium,
I realized th at I never took advantage of
anything th at ever happened there. What a
mistake!
GILBERT Who were the professors who had
a positive impact on you?

GUIDETTI: Dr. Richard Tobin and Professor
Tim Sullivan immediately come to mind.
GILBERT What books have helped you in
your career?
GUIDETTI: Four of my favorites are Blink
by Malcolm Gladwell, Leadership by Rudolph
Giuliani, The Leadership Challenge by
James Kouzes and Barry Posner, and How
to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale
Carnegie.
GILBERT Are there any stories th at have a
great deal of meaning for you?
GUIDETTI: Yes. I love this story: Once upon
a time, there was a six-year-old boy. For the
first time in his life, he began to experience
fear and anxiety. Looking for an answer, he
went to his grandfather for help. His grand
father, a very wise man, told him th at there
were two wolves within him who were fight
ing for control of his mind. His grandfather
explained th at one wolf embodied fear and
anxiety while the other stood for courage and
confidence. The young boy anxiously asked
his grandfather, “Grandpa, which one is going
to win?” The grandfather wisely responded,
“Whichever one you feed.”
GILBERT When you were younger did you
have any heroes?
GUIDETTI: I guess the reason I went into
law enforcement was my Uncle Tony who was
the chief of police in North Wildwood. Not
only did I go into police work, but my brother
Robert is currently a Detective Sergeant
with the Paramus Police Department and
my younger brother Michael, MSU ’94, is a
federal agent in New York City.
Need to get motivated??? Call Dr. Gilbert’s
Success Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Threem inute recorded messages are available
24/7/365. New messages are recorded every
morning a t 7:30.
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Koren Frankfort
Managing Editor

L ||jjh a y e always hated the little joke
ghat?-say s, funny women are only funny
ho make up for being unattractive. 1M
p in t American Pdpdko wfth Cftriitâan Bala
actually cites that actual joke to emphasize
[the misogyny of the character, this was]
bight before Bale’s character wanted to]
fe iip e tÂ ê homosexual in the b ^h ro o m il
bm always floored to hear it in actual social]
p n ted S flp
?>iatyway, being the know-it-all diva thafl
Ï am, I feel the need to cite 10 of my failM
ate fabulous, hilarious women.

.0. Janaane Garofelo: In addition to being
in incredibly hilarious stand-up comedian,
larofalo also hosts on Air American Radio,
¡here she pokes fun a t the wrongdoings of
he government with great wit and cantor.

6. Rosie Pares: My junior year of high
school, back in ‘01, I attended V-Day in
New York City Rosie Perez did an excerpt
from Eve Ensler’s The Vagina Monologues,
in which she discussed the trials and tribu
lations of her angry vagina. She im itates
her angry vagina w ith facial expression.
3he referred to the speculum as “duck lips’!
ftdth great fury. The woman is funny.

Christina Applegate;
KSuMren, Anchorman, The Sweetest
an d more! She
gem. Her antics are leg
endary, and she always proves th at women
ban have poise and wit.

The w riter ofj p b e Vagina
Monologues is a woman th at makes light
p f feminism. Ensler coined thé term “lilj
pfrphfeM jtorcher’’ and wrote the most teU-j
png, poignant, hilarious descriptions of]
pemale “problems.” Every woman shoüis
[read th is book. Guys, you probably should
|too. Tliis collection of monologues nSkea
[light of the vagina. Classic.

9. Lacy Iia : The undoubtedly fabulous
Lucy Liu is not only fabulous, but capable
of great hilarity. Does anyone remember
Ally McBeal? Earing an orgasm to knee
pit excursions is hysterical, and you can
not deny it.

p. Queen Latifah: Truly royalty, Queer
Latifah can crack jokes in rhymes thai
induce chaos. She can keep up with Steve
M artin and she can cabaret. She’s funnj
and she is brilliant. She is a queen.

/ Thik lovely lady]
w is B i d l e a d i n g lady in A Life
sm all feat, and she wad
the ice queen of all ice queens. She is sd
icy,'„you can’t help but feel tickled by it]
You can also get bitten by her frost in The
AditemsMamily.
4. Lori P etty Tank Girl is one of the besl
female characters ever written, and Lori
Petty nailed it. No one else could make
a man in a kangaroo costume run for hh
money comically She is a firecracker, a
sherry bomb. No one can doubt her hilarity
or her ability to m aintain in the spotlight
among kangaroos.

Her antics m l)m
ILore should be noted as legend Sh
makes light of all the things th at plague
girls She’s fabulous She’s funny and she’
gorgeous She is proof th at the steieulypi
[isn't true

itetime
becom e an 8gg í)o n o r
and help an infertile couple.
l. Jttm Catrali: bex and the Cityt
Samantha won us with the brutal, “ifi
funny because it’s true” brand hilarity She
made light of female desire, and not onlj
do wp owe her fur laughs, but also doin§

Women ages 21-31 needed
Contact our foonorJdotline
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courtesy of www.self.com
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ing for example to get further information
to help you along your road to fitness. The
November and December issue of AARP
magazine cites Sandra Selikson, M.D., assis
tan t professor of medicine a t Albert Einstein
College of Medicine’s Montefiore Medical
Center in New York City, saying, “You don’t
have to do a marathon; you ju st need to try
to incorporate good daily activity into your
life.” In addition, follow these general fitness
guidelines:
• Weight training is terrific for building
muscle and bone density, but also include
some type of aerobic training to build not
only a strong heart, but also a powerful
brain. Studies show how aerobic exercise
promotes not only healthier hearts, but
improves brainpower, too.
• If you are involved in an exercise pro
gram th at has become stale, USA Weekend
magazine fitness columnist and author Jorge
Cruise provides this varied workout schedule:
Monday, do 30-minute treadmill intervals;
Tuesday, strength training; Wednesday, 30
minutes on the elliptical trainer; Thursday,
take a yoga class; Friday, 40 minutes of bik
ing; Saturday, circuit-training; and Sunday,

rest. And, before sports or exercise, Cruise
recommends doing a warm-up to prevent
injury, such as jogging in place for several
minutes, and finishing your workouts with
stretching to enhance flexibility.
• Which exercise trains your abdomen more
effectively - situps or crunches? According
to fitness consultant Paul Becker, crunches
directly strengthen and tone the abdomi
nal muscles while situps primarily work
the psoas muscles. However; besides doing
crunches, you also need to reduce calories to
help shed abdominal fat.
• To avoid back pain, the American Council
on Exercise advises lifting heavy objects
with your legs, not your back, strengthening
abdominal and back muscles, maintaining
a healthy weight, improving flexibility with
regular stretching, and developing strong
lower body muscles with specific weight
training exercises.
• To stay healthy, you should reduce the
amount of stress in your academic life. S tart
by eating and sleeping healthfully and doing
exercises you enjoy. Look at your life as a
challenge, not as something full of things
to fear or avoid. Try to learn and practice

relaxation or meditation skills to destress
yourself.
• Finally, perhaps the best way to keep your
body running smoothly dining the ups and
downs of the school year is by drinking more
water, according to Los Angeles-based physi
cian and author Dr. Edward L. Schneider,
who says th at water plumps up your skin
so wrinkles aren’t as noticeable, helps you
feel full so you’re less likely to overeat and
prevents constipation. Water also gives you
much needed energy to carry you throughout
each day, so get to the water fountain or keep
th at water bottle handy!

Water plumps up your
skin so w rinkles aren’t as
noticeable, helps you feel
full so you’re less likely
to overeat, and prevents
constipation.

Anthony Ingefsoil I The Montclarlon
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it. You may not even have to either; often,
clinics loop uncomfortably informative videos
regarding health; condom usage is usually
included. This may seem embarrassing, but
it’s what they do. Besides, you can rest
assured they’ve heard worse.
As for the act itself I am inclined to
recommend th at you make sure you are suf
ficiently “warmed up” before the act itself in
addition to utilizing safety. Make sure you
are ready. After all, you’ve been disinclined
to try it in the first place; you might as well
get some good foreplay.
Additionally, as you should with any sexu
al act, please use proper hygiene. Wash first,
cuddle later. Opposed to what you probably
believe, this will not inhibit the “sexiness” of
the encounter. After all, infections are not
sexy and you are talking in term s of anal
I believe th at you have your mind already
made up, to which you should assert yourself
regardless of which choice it is.
Also, woman to woman, make sure th at
you consider all choices you make cm your
own. I am not trying to insinuate th at you
did or to impugn your intelligence, but he
insisted th at you write me. He obviously
is really pushing for the cushion pushing,
if you will. You told him you didn’t want
to have anal sex, and still asked for either
appeasement of your view or consent to try.
Be strong, assert yourself
Your say is what goes, it is your body. Do
what you will, girl.

w w w .them o ntclario n.org
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Most students didn’t mind the change of
times. “It was a good idea. It is much easier
for set-up,” said Emily McDunna, a junior
and member of Tri-Sigma.
Some students felt they didn’t have enough
time, like Heather Donaire, a sophomore in
Alpha Iota Chi. “I feel a little rushed,” she
said. “We had all night last year, and now we
have ju st three hours.”
As 9 a.m. approached, trucks filled the
parking lot. The sounds of participants
building their floats, painting their scenes
and practicing their acts filled the air. The
rhythmic pound of hammers into wood went
along perfectly with the music blaring out of
some of the cars in the lot.
The amount of effort th at went into the
float-building process was surprising, but
teamwork and unity is needed to make an
event like this successful.
Josh Cavalier, a junior and member of
RecBoard, said, “This is a good way to bring
everyone together. To see everyone out enjoying themselves really shows a sense of pride
in your organization.”
The main goal of each organization was
to win the best float in the parade, but what
many of the students participating didn’t
realize was th at they would be learning so
much about each other. The collaboration of
Phi Sigma R an d the United Asian-American
Student Organization led to a sense of understanding that might not have been found
otherwise.
Danielle Rolland, a senior in Phi Sigma
Pi, said, “We have been learning-so much

from each other; we have learned about Asian
culture and they have been seeing how Greek
Life works.”
Theta Xi had been practicing for the two
weeks before Saturday. That morning, they
were building an elaborate red carpet and
curtain set-up th at would serve as the stage
for a movie premiere, complete with paparazzi.
Things got hectic in the afternoon. As time
started winding down on construction, there
was a rush to touch up the paint job and
practice the last few steps,
The final preparations on the Theta Xi
and Sigma Delta Phi float involved hanging the curtains, stapling the red carpet to
the ramp built hours before and decorating everything with balloons and banners,
Everyone pulled together to get the float done
in time. The clouds had settled in ju st as they
finished placing the last plank of wood on the
float.
The parade was set to begin at 3 p.m.
When the clock reached 2:30, the costumes
and glamour th at define the homecoming
parade really shined in the cars, floats, music
and spirit. Everyone was ready to start the
cross-campus walk to the am phitheatre, just
as the rain started to fell,
The main goal of homecoming is to bring
students closer together and show off their
spirit, be it for the school or their organization. Students at Montclair view events like
the homecoming parade as a way to show
off their pride in their organization and the
unity among students at MSU.
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Earn $18-$50 per hour!

The Princeton Review, The nation’s leader in test
preparation is looking for bright and enthusiastic people
to teach our SAT, GMAT, LSAT and MCAT courses in
Northern New Jersey.
We offer:

big finale to the introduction of the fell sports
teams, the football team was announced. The
team walked onto the field in style, giving
each other “piggy-back rides” and getting
the stands of people to cheer wildly. “I think
a pep rally is when students, faculty and
staff get together to show school spirit and
to celebrate an upcoming sporting event,”
said Amie MacMath, sophomore psychology
major. True to the classic ideas of pep rallies,
Montclair’s pep rally was getting the student
body, as well as faculty and staff ready for the
homecoming football game.
Concluding the pep rally was the intro
duction of the candidates for homecoming
king and queen. All of the candidates were
representatives of different Greek life and
other organizations on campus. The candi
dates all received a warm round of applause
from the crowds. After all candidates were
introduced, they were narrowed down to

10 finalists, five men and five women, who
would have a chance a t winning the crown.
The night ended with a fireworks show,
while the crowds flooded out of the stands.
Everyone rushed to get their camera phones
so th at pictures could be taken of the beauti
ful eruptions of color.
“Pep rallies are probably the best way
to get the student body together to show
pride for your school, and ju st have a good
time in general,” said sophomore history
major Andrew Zimbardi. In a college setting,
attending a pep rally is not required, as it
may be in some high schools. Keeping that
in inind, the turnout at this year’s pep rally
was not a disappointment. The stands of the
softball field were filled with students cheer
ing on their peers, whether they knew them
personally or not. It was a way of showing
satisfaction in where you go to school and
who you go to school with.
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ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: DUSTIN DIAMOND
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Remember a year ago when sex tapes
were all the rage in Hollywood? From
Paris Hilton to Cohn Farrell, it seems
th at anybody Who’s anybody was des
perately trying to keep their intimate
acts away from dragon t-shirt-wearing
internet hackers with torrent down
loading servers. But true to form, when
sex tapes became as gauche and last
season as Chuck Norris jokes, Snakes
on a Plane references and finding Dane
Cook funny, one truly unhip individual
decided to defy convention and have
his piece of the moldy pie: Saved by the
Bells Dustin “Screech” Diamond.
Some people find th at the only thing
th at makes their limited time on Planet
Earth worthy is the legacy they leave.
Some people reproduce, sending their
genes out for further generations. Some
people write the Great American Novel.
Two will go down in infamy as the
women who had a videotaped three-way
with the star of straight-to-video classic
Dustin Diamond Teaches Chess. One of
them was the unlucky recipent of the
most abhorrent sexual act known the
man: The Dirty Sanchez.
To anyone not in the know, The Dirty
Sanchez is like a chocolate milk mous
tache from the notorious and rarely tread
Hershey Highway. W hether Screech
used this as an opportunity to render
his intim ate partner in the image of his
beloved Lisa Turtle using the ancient
art of finger painting was unknown
at press time. Similarly unknown is if
he followed this up with the One-Eyed
Pirate to reenact Lisa and Screech’s
“Sprained Ankle Dance.”
Whyd you do it, Screech? Why?
TMZ.com is now saying th at you
knew about the release of this tape and
th at you’ve done nothing to prevent it.
Is this your way of paying us back for
letting Saved By The Bell: The College
Years go off the air after only one sea
son? We tried to like it, but there was no
Jessie to swill down diet pills and sing
her own interpretion of Pointer Sisters
hits. Saved by the Bell: The New Class?
We didn’t even know th at existed. Is this
your answer to Jessie’s bufltastic role in
Showgirls? It was a crappy movie too,
but we didn’t expect you to take th at
literally.
Is this your Carrie-at-the-promtype revenge for being the butt (no pun
intended) of the jokes for so long and
finally rebelling back and proving your
superiority over somebody else? Screech
is keeping tight-lipped about the m atter
until his appearance on MSNBC later
this week, but we can almost say for
sure that his sex tape will be his biggest I
hurrah since his cameo role in Dickie 1
Roberts: Child Star.

w w w .them o ntclario n.o rg
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Colors Run Together In The Black Dahlia
Performances Rise Above Tepid Material In DePalma’s New Film
H A R TN ETT

JO H A N S S O N
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courtesy of outnow.ch

Often relegated to below average supporting roles in projects like The L Word and Not
Another Teen Movie, Mia Kirshner comes into her own as Elizabeth Short in The Black
Dahlia.
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Novak in Vertigo.
Also of note are Fiona Shaw, Rachel Miner
and John Kavanaugh as Swank’s society rela
tives who invite H artnett’s character over for
a friendly family dinner th at quickly becomes
Who’s Afraid o f Virginia Woolf? meets The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. It is a scene th at
quickly makes up for many of the film’s mis
steps and single-handedly steals the show.
The only exception to the wonderfully
cast ensemble is H artnett. It’s no secret th at
DePalma has long sought out his answer to
Hitchcock’s Jam es Stewart. Both H artnett
and Body Doublés Craig Wasson have been
ordinary when it comes to looks, and relatable when it comes to the Everyman char
acter type, but both lack the charm th at

ing but emotionally void noir. But while
Hollywoodland tries to wring depth out of
mere speculation and petty gossip about
whether George Reeves’ suicide was really
a murder, The Black Dahlia takes a shal
low approach to very complicated material.
Brian DePalma chose to adapt the entirety of
E llro/s novel, which is a sm art move, but one
th at would only work if this movie were an
eight-hour miniseries. It’s not, even though it
feels like it a t times. Almost every storyline
and subplot th at padded out the length of the
book is condensed into two mind-numbingly
confusing hours. We learn th at both detec
tives were boxers before joining the police
force and how Lee met Kay for the very first
time. Both are interesting stories if they were

Stesa
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Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The B lack Dahlia

The Black Dahlia is adapted from James
£1110/8 novel of the same name, which in turn
was loosely based on the true-life murder of
rising starlet Elizabeth Short (Mia Kirshner),
one of the most gruesome in California his
tory.
The film centers around the two detectives
assigned to the case, Officer Dwight “Bucky”
Bleichert (Josh H artnett) and Sergeant
Leland “Lee” Blanchard (Aaron Eckhart),
two former boxers who are trying to find
the person responsible for such a horrific
act while also dealing with the advances of
femme fatale Kay Lake (Scarlett Johansson)
and the corruption below the glitz in sunny
Los Angeles, California.
Watching The Black Dahlia is a lot like sit
ting down to dinner with an intim ate group
of friends you’ve never met before. Maybe
you know one or two of the people present,
but there are so many personal relationships,
collective histories and inside jokes that it’s
hard to keep up with the conversation before
ultimately timing out and mapping out your
personal to-do list for the rest of the week.
It’s this kitchen sink aesthetic that has
always prevented director Brian DePalma
from achieving the same level of success
th at many of his 1970s contemporaries did.
Stylistically speaking, there are many shots
in Dahha that are breathtaking as any-

thing in DePalma’s previous masterpieces
Carrie and Scarface, and in the films of his
old friends Steven Spielberg and M artin
Scorsese.
But while Spielberg and Scorsese were
able to understand the balance of both style
and substance, DePalma was never to evolve
past convoluted storytelling. Raising Cain
centered around a man with over 10 different
personalities, almost all of them murderous,
and Body Double was essentially a remake
of Rear Window, Vertigo, Psycho, a soft-core
pom and a music video for Frankie Goes to
Hollywood’s “Relax” all rolled into 114 unin
telligible minutes.
What does give the film its legs and makes
it anything other than a catastrophe are the
performances by the actors, particularly Mia
Kirshner. As Elizabeth Short, Kirshner is
only seen in selected flashbacks and stock
footage screen tests. With her pleading eyes
and “come-hither” looks, we learn more about
the desperation and unhealthy sexual atti
tude th at ultim ately brought about her down
fall than we do from the extraneous dialogue
calling her a slut and a social climber.
Perhaps if DePalma had more stock in
all of his actors, as he does with Kirshner,
he would’ve trusted their acting to tell their
stories rather than burdening the audi
ence with needless exposition and making
the movie anything other than redundant.
Hilary Swank and Rose McGowan are won
derful at perfectly capturing the noir spirit of
sexy femme fatales with a secret and Aaron
Eckhart is wonderful as the crooked cop.
It seems th at Johansson has quickly
become the muse to aging filmmakers like
Woody Allen, and it seems no different with
DePalma. There are several 1940s style soft
focus shots of her th at are so lovingly cap
tured th at you feel as if you’re watching Kim

coartesy of outnow.ch

While both good actors, Hartnett and Johansson feel out of place in The Black Dahlia. He
conies off as bland while her place In the storyline is questionable.

invested us in Stewart and made us root
for his success in the long run. In The Black
Dahlia, H artnett comes off as bland and does
not rise above the weak m aterial as many of
his castmates do.
It seems appropriate th at The Black
Dahlia is being released at the same time as
Hollywoodland, another aesthetically pleas-

given their own film, but the focus on extraneous exposition allows the im portant information to fall by the wayside and seems nothing
more than an excuse to give Johansson extra
screen time. It’s a serious problem when you
leave a m urder mystery and can’t be entirely
positive of the identity of the killer and what
jtheir motivation was.

cou rtesy of outnow.ch

Aaron Eckhart [Thank You for Smoking, In the Company of Men) is fantastic in this film
noir, even though this boxing sequence seems out of place.
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The Illusionist C asts A Spell Upon Its Audience
Jessica Biel Proves She’s More Than Just The 7th H eaven Hussy
Ben Faresich
Sta ff Writer

The Illusion ist
■Dir; Ne-ìì S orger
S tarring JW aard Nortaa and
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For his second feature film, Neil Burger
brings audiences The Illusionist, based on the
short story, “Eisenheim, the Illusionist,” by
Steven Millhauser. From the opening credits,
it seems apparent th at Burger wants his film
to paint a certain classical picture for his
audience. The movie opens with still shots of
various scenes from the film, colored in sepia
tone and clouded over by smoke. It’s a nice
opening that captures both the period feel, as
well as the nature of the film. .
The Illusionist is a period piece set in
Vienna, Austria th at tells us a tale of for
bidden love. A carpenter’s young son by the
name of Eisenheim (Aaron Johnson) inad
vertently crosses paths with Sophie (Eleanor
Tomlinson), a girl of noble blood. The two
quickly become friends, but are ju st as quick
ly forbidden to ever see each other again
as their class differences do not allow their
friendship.
Naturally, the two ignore their elders and
see each other behind the backs of parents
and guardians. As they gi|gy older, their
friendship becomes more thlm that, as will
often happen in the movies. They get caught
again, and this time Eisenheim leaves his
home in Austria to pursue his talents for
inventiveness and illusion.

r

Eisenheim (Edward Norton) returns to
Vienna years later, now a m aster at the art of
illusion. He stuns audiences with his amaz
ing stunts and catches the eye of the crown
prince, Leopold. Leopold is both fascinated
and skeptical of Eisenheim’s gifts. He sets
his chief inspector Uhl (Paul Giamatti), a bit
of an am ateur illusionist him self to uncover
Eisenheim’s secrets, but th at proves to be dif
ficult.
M eanwhile, Leopold inadvertently
re-introduces Sophie (Jessica Biel) into
Eisenheim’s life. The two are now once again
faced with the feelings that they shared for
each other in a world th at doesn’t allow them
to be together. Things take a turn for the
worse when Eisenheim offends Leopold at a
private performance, which sets the two m en.
at odds with one another.
If this all sounds like something you’ve
seen somewhere before, it is and it isn’t. Sure,
many of us have seen sim ilar tales of forbid
den love, but this movie does manage to have
a certain degree of uniqueness to it.
Rather than ju st being a straightforward
period romance, there are elements of mys
tery and the supernatural (or is it?) that
are-able to keep the viewer focused on more
than ju st the affair between Sophie and
Eisenheim. Add to th at the beautiful sets and
costumes and some very nice photography,
and you can almost overlook the few cliches
and instances of bad dialogue.
What really stands out the most about
The Illusionist are the performances, particu
larly by Giamatti and Sewell. Giamatti kind
of steals .the show as the curiously skeptical
yet somewhat sympathetic Inspector Uhl.
This could be his chance to finally take home

cou rtesy of outnow.ch

Edward Norton’s performance once again meets audience expectations in The Illusionist.

the Oscar th at seems to be'eluding him.
Rufus Sewell also gives a great performance
as the arrogant Prince Leopold. Watching
him portray this prince, I hated.him with a
passion, which means Sewell did an extraor
dinary job. I was also pleasantly surprised
with Jessica Biel. I had a feeling going into
the theater th at she might be the weak link
as far as the performances went, but she was
actually quite good. And of course there’s
Edward Norton, who rarely disappoints.
However, fans of his might not be particu
larly impressed with him here. The character
of Eisenheim seemed to me a bit too aloof
or maybe ju st bland. It didn’t seem to offer

Norton the kind of role that allows him to
really shine. That’s not to say th at he’s bad,
but it’s ju st not the kind of brilliant perfor
mance that I got used to seeing from Norton.
I felt similarly about Johnny Depp in The
Libertine.
The bottom line is th at The Illusionist
does what a movie should do, and th at is to
entertain. It’s not necessarily the thinking
man’s movie th at its art house release might
imply, nor is it mind-numbing. It’s simply a
veiy nicely filmed period movie with some
great performances th at will allow yiou to
escape for 110 minute from your world into
this world th at Neil Burger has created.
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Number Two Splatters Onto The Screen
The Jackass Crew Squeezes Out Another Round

Movie R eleases

D avid H iltbrand
Sta ff Writer

1ACK NICHOLSON
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You have to hand it to those Jackass guys
(Johnny Knoxville, Bam Margera, Steve0 and the rest); they can absorb insane
amounts of punishment.
Of course, they proved their masochistic
endurance beyond all doubt a long time ago,
making Jackass: Number Two an exercise in
overkill - some of it funny, some of it unspeak
ably vile, all of it demented. Apparently, self
abuse never gets old.
The sequel is a dizzying succession of
pranks, Candid Camera-like sketches and
th at old crowd-pleaser: the boys actively
courting their own grievous harm. This is
what you get when a generation grows up
watching far too many Road Runner cartoons
while sitting on the couch eating bowl after
bowl of Lucky Charms.
Some of the examples of self-mutilation
include sitting a guy in a shopping cart and
then catapulting him point-blank a t a wall
and branding Margera’s posterior with an
obscene acetylene-heated cattle iron.
Small wonder th at when the boys strip
down (as they do far too often), it’s hard to tell
where the abrasions, welts and scars end and
the tattoos begin.
What motivates these gleefully suicidal
stunt men? Ilfs a question Margera’s mother
poses to one of her son’s cohorts: “Why would
you bum him in the first place?”
“Because it was funny,” he responds. Duh

T h e D e p a rte d
Dir, M artinScorsese
Starring Jade Nicholson and
Mark W ahlberg

Wee Man, cult director John W aters and an unidentified overweight woman in lingerie join
the usual suspects for a second helping in Number Two,

and double duh.
A number of these bits are merely sub.moronic, like Knoxville drinking fresh horse
spunk or Steve-0 gagging down a cow patty.
Obviously, not so funny. Ditto for the defeca
tion gags.
If Jackass Two had a subtitle, it would
be “Bulls and Snakes.” Both species figure
prominently in this film, from the Pamplonacomes-to-the-suburbs opening to the sur
prising Busby Berkeley-like song-and-dance
finale.
In one typically perilous interlude,
Knoxville proves th at if this squeamish show

biz thing doesn’t work out, he could always
pursue a career as a rodeo clown.
You have to marvel a t the way these guys
keep coming up with ingenious ways to hu rt
themselves. There is so much energy and
creativity on display here, all in the service of
destruction and dementedness.
The film carries the standard warning
th at viewers should not attem pt any of the
stunts they are about to see. Maybe it’s time
to do away with the advisory and let natural
selection take over. After all, we really need
to get anyone who is tempted to emulate
Jackass Two out of the gene pool.

T h e T e x a s C h a in s a w M a ssa c re :
i ih e B e g in n in g
Dir. Jonathan U e b e s m a i J H H |
Starring Jordana Brewster
Erroey

*.*

Album R eleases

The Killers
5 a m 's T o w n

N E W J E R S E Y ’S T W E N T Y - F O U R T H A N N U A L

M S U #1 T a n n in g S a lo n f o r 12 y e a r s

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS DAY

iFor MSU Students ONLY!!!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18,2006 10 AM - 2 PM
Student Center Ballrooms A, B, C

32 Bulb SuperBed/ 3 Face Tanners
Advantages of Attending:
■
*
*
*
*

Talk face-to-face with Representatives
Obtain Information & Applications
Receive L.S.A.T. Information
Get a head start on Admission
Hear Panel on Admissions Process -1 :1 5 p.m. to 2:15 p.m.

Following is a partial list of law schools that have attended this event:

155 East Main Street • Little Falls !

Albany
Cardozo
Miami
Temple
Syracuse
Suffolk
Villanova
Widener

ILocated just 5 minutes off !
of Clove Road!!

Howard University
Washington & Lee
U. of Connecticut
District of Columbia
U. of Pennsylvania
Seton Hall University
U. of Maryland
Case Western

Quinnipiac
New York Law
Dickinson
New England
Ohio Northern
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden
George Mason

Boston
Dayton
Fordham
CUNY
Pace
Touro
Brooklyn
St. John’s

Organized and Hosted by:

MONTCLAIR

M ontclair State University,
Departm ent o f Political Science & Law

Co-Sponsored by:
Rutgers University-Newark Career Development Center
Educational Opportunity Fund Legal Studies
Phi Alpha D elta Law Fraternity International
Political Science & Law Club

The s tm

to N m J m tjk

For further information contact:
Dept, o f Political Science & Law (973) 655-4238
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Can anyone stop the internal hemorrhaging of Montclair State
University? This school seems to have more problems thao «‘recov
ering alcoholic and, instead of going to rehab again, they seem to ~
continue going on a tormented bender. A temporary solution is not
going to make any of these b a i dreams p kway. We wake op every
morning and title same problems a r t d ill here.
H ie latest in MSlTs short-term priority list js adding a new
parking garage to the, Quinn Road entrance of campus. The new
parking garagew iil house 2,GOGspaces, but ifcwiilrt&ke 300away
from the Yogi Berm parking lot. Essentially, the garage. will j
improve this campus by 1,700 spaces. A good start, b u t it’s like"
putting a band-aid on a
Another parking garage will not solve any of MSU s problems
in the long term , especially when the City of Clifton u> balking at
the thought of i t Montclair has even gone as far as even buying a
$700,000 house where they plan on putting part of the garage on
the propertyof If Clifton wants no part of this plan, then we can’t
blame them. The growth of this university, as encroached on the
Clifton’s residents lives already, especially with more than 10.000
What MSU needs to do is enact a strength-in-numbers tactic
th a t would ultim ately force the City of Clifton to succumb to the
future pypanding of tins institution. Student housing should be
top priority because if we have more residents on campus, they will
have to take notice, especially if these students pump money into
the local community which we've seen at its local watering holes
and restaurants.
If we build student apartm ents and force future as well as cur
rently enrolled students to stay on campus, then we wouldn't need
a parking garage. The new parking garage wculd only house a fifth
of the commuters th at now

W riters and Contributors
Jam es Carpentier, Luke W eisenbach,
Jam ie- Lynn Corell, David Fliltbrand,
Andrew Berenguer, Dr. Rob G ilbert,
Amy Chicken, Diana Salameh

“ T h is s e h o o l s e e m s to h a v e m o re p ro b le m É th e iia

A d vertisin g D irecto r
Kevin Schw oebel

th at in any in college, you will get commuters. T hat is fine, no one
is anti-commuter here. There are many reasons for commuting,
tfle® tóés§ a full-time job and place of your own close to campus.
B ut student apartm ents ta n free up parking lots across the cam
pus for commuters who are in need of those spots.
» M S I
Increasing the student residential population from ite excessivev of 3,500 students would force Clifton and other towns sur
rounding MSU to reckon with its demands. Even if they do not,
ihen.it w ould:eyentim ^ becoipje
guarantee th at our state government would give MSU the juris
diction it needs to expand the school and attract m m pstedenfe to
With our new music grant th at will have us up in fu 1 competi
tion with Jubard. availability for new housing will attract new
studente from all a < ^ s :ihe country Housing for. these artistic
individuals and the average studetftcertii& ly looks better titan
any eyesore th at resembles a parking garage, "At the rate we will
be budding inefficient p arting garages in years to come, this uni
versity is going to be nothing but a one great big parking garage
with University Hall in the middle;.
." à i? - '
The reason Pennsylvania Slate College .« n d Syracuse
University are so succe'-sful and •»tudfmt-finentod is that the town
is built around the college, and over the years those universities
have expanded m positive ways MSU is at the crucial crossroads
where it can implode or become a t
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Thumbs up

to th e MSU Football Team
for w inning th is year’s
homecoming game.

Thumbs down

to John leaving Freem an
D ining H all.

Thumbs Up

to Dino N ugget-them ed
dinner in Freem an.

Thumbs down

to th e fru it flies in th e “C”
Store.
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OPINION

North Korea Is No Laughing Matter

n j

Ln

D ic ta to r K im Jo n g I I Is S lip p in g T h ro u g h T h e B a ck D o o r A s A m e ric a F o c u se s O n Ira q

Statistic
The world was alerted th at North Korea
plans to conduct a nuclear test this week,
claiming it as a deterrent against U.S.
aggression. After test
firing seven missiles in
the beginning of July
2006 (including one
believed to be capable
of reaching U.S. soil),
this is the next predict
able step for a country
looking to assert itself
KARL
on the world stage.
DE VRIES
This adds to the head
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
aches of the United
States in our ambition
to deter nations from developing nuclear
weapons, specifically regarding to the Iran
situation. Tehran continues to claim th at it
is pursuing uranium research for “peaceful”
purposes, but in a region as tumultuous as
the Middle East, it’s ridiculous for any nation
to stand by this claim.
The prospects for all-out w ar in the Middle
East are as prevalent as ever and nations are
scrambling to arm themselves in the event of
confrontation.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union,
the world is finding it increasingly difficult
to track the whereabouts of many nuclear
weapons. Russia’s floundering economy is
the result of their government’s inability to
pay its soldiers on a regular basis, including
those guarding nuclear weapons. For many
men in uniform, the decision on whether or
not to sell nukes in exchange for food money
is not a choice at all; it has become a routine

o f the Week

“North Korea is already a country that is stricken with
high poverty levels and relies heavily on China for its fuel
needs; what economic sanctions could the United States
or United Nations possibly threaten them with that they
don’t already face?”
practice.
U.S. influence has undoubtedly been
weakened in the wake of the Iraq quagmire.
All of our country’s war eggs have been
placed in the same basket. Tensions esca
lated between Israel and Libya into m ilitary
engagement over the summer. The United
States found it impossible to play the role of
mediator. In the past, threats to intervene
m ilitarily carried great weight» hut now
those threats fall on deaf ears.
North Korea is already a country th at is
stricken with high poverty levels and relies
heavily on China for its fuel needs; what
economic sanctions could the United States
or the United Nations possibly threaten them
with th at they don’t already face?
The highest priority a dictator has is the
retention of his or her own power. In this
sense, nuclear war with the western world is
decidedly not in Kim Jong ITs best interest.
Any exchange would certainly guarantee the
destruction of his authority and country.
Right now, he is in the most powerful
position to negotiate, the world has to either

cater to his whims or free annihilation.
Most likely, a nuclear buildup by his country
would push the Japanese government to seek
nuclear arm s itself as tensions leftover from
the early 20th century still resonates with
millions in the region.
If President George W. Bush’s goal in
invading Iraq was to make the world a safer
place, it goes without saying th at he has
unequivocally failed. In the year 2006, it
can be argued th at the world is as dose to an
international nuclear exchange as it was in
the name of the fall of the Soviet Empire.
Economic sanctions and empty threats
will not suffice in persuading nations to
discontinue nuclear research. If the United
States is to be taken seriously by its enemies,
then it needs to reconsider its foreign policy
in aggressively policing other nations and
serve as an example of nuclear disarmament
in the 21st century.

5
Number
of
Am ish girls killed
by Charles Carl
Roberts IV in
Pennsylvania

Karl de Vries, an English major, in her first year
as Editor-in-Chief for The Montclarion.
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The Great White Lie of Secondhand Sm oke
Is Secondhand Smoke Really As Deadly As Lawmakers And Statistics Claim That It Is?
The great smoking debate is almost as
oversensitive as Roe v. Wade and Creationism
vs. Evolution combined. With 53,000 people
dying from secondhand
smoke each year, light
ing up in front of a nonsmoker could lead to hor
rific precautions and the
dreaded line: “I’m going
to sue you when I get
lung cancer!” Cool, sue
me. After all, if you live
TOM
in New Jersey, chances
SHIELDS
OPINION EDITOR are you are going to get
cancer anyways.
Let’s get real here. Have you ever driven
down the New Jersey Turnpike? It looks like
Chernobyl in the ‘80s. It is New Jersey’s
unoffical skyline with so much raw sewage
and medical waste th at it would give the
Dupont Corporation an erection. With all
these other carcinogens in the air, why does
smoking push everyone over to the edge and
then some?
According the the New Jersey State
Cancer Registry between 1999-2002, there
were 231,361 reported cases of invasive can
cer th at led to 72,240 deaths. In 2002 alone,
there were 46,708 reported cases.
In April of this year, New Jersey passed
the Smoke Free Air Act, which prohibited
smoking in public places or a t work. Since
the law has been in effect, everyone from
restaurant owners to exotic pole dancers
have been complaining about its conception.
The main reason for the complaints was that
all casinos in Atlantic City were to be exempt
from the ban since they draw “a lot of water”
in this state. If there is one public place left
in New Jersey to smoke, fittingly it is one
of the most lopsided and decaying cities in
America.

“Mesothelioma on the
other hand has symptoms
of shortness of breath,
coughing, fever and weight
loss.”
The Smoke Free Air Act was established
on the grounds of preventing secondhand
smoking diseases like lung cancer and heart
disease, but the big reason it was passed was
to protect children from exposure to this hor
rible plague. This is a perfectly fine reason,
but who the hell would blow smoke in a kid’s
free? Isn’t th at the reason th at New Jersey
enforced the “Smoking” and “Non-Smoking”
sections in restaurants, before taking the
drastic measures to ensure you could not
smoke anywhere indoors, besides your own
domicile?
Also, I may be completely off my rocker,
but why can’t you smoke at a strip joint?
When people go into a strip joints, the last
thing they are thinking about is, “damn,
man, Tm going to get heart disease because
Starlight is blowing smoke in my face.” Phis,
I have never seen a child in a strip joint
before. The only time you’d see something
of the sort is if Gary Coleman or Emmanuel
Lewis walked in.
Now personally, I smoke, and I dislike the
noxious odors of cancer sticks, so smoking
outside is not a bad thing. But this great
state has tem pérant weather conditions, and
when January comes around, it would be nice
to have a smoke in a warm area, preferably
a pool hall or a darkened room with proper

ventilation.
Our ingenious cousins from down south
have actually been fighting this, which fits
the stereotype th at Southerners love fight
ing change, but this time you have to give
them some credit. Even though the law is
a state mandate, a Georgian couple who
owns a diner in Dublin, Ga. found a loophole
around the smoking law by banning children
under 18 from the restaurant. A crafty move
indeed, and what is wrong with that? Across
the South, restaurants are banning children
from these establishments because in some
cases, few couples bring in their kids, and in
other cases, the loss of money from the kids’
menu is not th at alarming.
In a recent study done by the State of
New Jersey, between 1,000-1,800 residents
die a year from complications of second
hand smoke. This includes heart disease,
emphyzema and lung cancer.
Most college students remember the days
before smoking sections, and for our parents
and older siblings, smokers were everywhere.
There was no break from the clouds of smoke
th at leaked into their clothes and made their
eyes water. School was really the only place
they could get any relief from inhaling large
amounts of gray gloom. But the world has
changed since then.
If anyone is dying from secondhand
smoke, it is because of the world before.
W hat the state doesn’t tell you is th at many
of these 1,800 or so dying from empheyzma
and heart disease, as well as lung cancer,
could be from exposure to asbestos.
Mesothelioma is the proper term for asbes
tos-linked cancer. Mesothelioma is the most
easily misdiagnosed cancer because it has
the same symptoms as lung cancer and other
major cancers, including stomach cancer. On
the New Jersey Department of Environment

Protection website, Supervisor Anita Kopera
has stated, “Exposure to secondhand smoke
can have serious consequences for children’s
health, including asthm a attacks, affecting
the respiratory tract (bronchitis and pneu
monia).
Mesothelioma, on the other hand, has
symptoms of shortness of breath, coughing,
fever and weight loss. Does anyone see the
connection here, with all the symptoms listed
above being the same symptoms as bronchi
tis, asthma and pneumonia?
Yes, it is true th at development of meso
thelioma takes about 30-50 years of exposure
to asbestos, but there are no official statistics
on the disease in the State of New Jersey.
The only thing I could find was that from
1999-2003 report, 68 percent of lung cancer
cases were from people over 65. In the state
study there was no seperate category for
mesothelioma, which we can now see as a
variable for the skewed statistics of cancer
cases in New Jersey.
In the same case, there were no lung can
cer cases in the 0-19-year-old category, and
the same for esophagus cancer.
The myth th at secondhand smoke is ram 
pant is untrue. W ith the variable of asbestos
to consider and no such evidence as children
under 19 with lung cancer, can lawmakers
still use “think about the children cliche” as
an excuse?
Only constant exposure to secondhand
smoke on a daily and hourly basis can lead
to lung cancer, even if you are a non-smoker.
Besides being a casino pit boss, where else
can you find th at in New Jersey?

Tom Shields, a history major, in his first year as
Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.
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OPINION

Seize The Day, Suitcase School
One Student’s Call for More Activities During And After Classes This School Year
What do Montclair State University stu
dents do for fun during their free time? This
is a question I have been asking myself for
over a year now and I
am still searching for
an answer. We can all
agree th at it is difficult
to find spare time to
enjoy ourselves among
classes, homework and
jobs. When we manage
to find a few extra hours
JAMIE-LYNN
to enjoy the company of
CORYELL
our friends, it becomes
COLUMNIST
even more of a project to
find something to do than it is juggling work
and school. So what is there to do with our
Mends?
MSU is one of New Jersey’s suitcase
schools; students attend classes and socialize
with M ends during the week, but once the
weekend rolls around, the campus becomes
deserted as they abandon their too small
dorms for the comforts of home on the week
end. And can you blame them? After classes
are finished for the week, there does not seem
to be a whole lot for students to do. Granted,
there are parties either affiliated with the
sororities and fraternities of Montclair State
or ju st for fun, but what if you are not into the
drinking and party scene?
The thought of students who do not drink
on the weekends is probably unimaginable,
but there are! As a person who is more or less
against the consumption of alcohol, especially
in minors, I find it hard to navigate the cam
pus without hearing about upcoming parties
and students bragging about getting drunk.
Is th at all people do for fun? Nonetheless,
students seem to resort to parties to keep
them preoccupied on the weekends because

“It was nice to see everyone together in the student
center quad laughing and talking. I only w ish we
could have more w eeks like H om ecom ing to keep us
involved in school activities.”

there is not much else to do.
But last week, during homecoming at
Montclair, there were activities to get stu
dents pumped up for sporting events and
being back at school. The barbeques, balloon
anim als, caricatures and moonwalks were a
great way to get us to show school sprnt.
I enjoyed watching my fellow classmates
jumping around on the moonwalks like they
were eight again, and my balloon monkey
kept me company during my excruciatingly
boring classes. It was nice to see everyone
together in the student center quad laughing
and talking. I only wish we could have more
weeks like homecoming to keep us involved
in school activities.
MSU should plan more activities like they
had last week, even if it’s one day a week.
Every week, we receive e-mails about things
going on around campus. Often, they start
late like the Red Hawk Nites. Although 9:00
p.m. is not late, I know th at as a commuter
(along with more than three-quarters of
the school population), after a long week at
school and work, I just do not have the ambi
tion to fight to find a parking spot to get back
to school. The same goes for the trips that
are planned: Hershey Park, Broadway shows
and other outings. They are. all great ideas,
but are hard to fit into our busy schedules.

Some may question that, since students
often go home on the weekends, what else
can be done? I think th at the activities and
trips th at are listed in the e-mails sound like
fun and a good start. However, many are
vague and, maybe it is ju st me, but they often
fail to describe what it entails or where it is
located. I feel th at when things are located
near the student center, especially outside in
the quad (weather permitting), more people
will be interested in what is going on and
are apt to become involved. On rainy days
or during the cold winter months, perhaps
things can be moved inside the student cen
ter.
I give MSU credit for their attem pt at
getting everyone involved. Not only are
there tons of clubs, sororities and fraterni
ties, but they try (harder than many schools)
to bring things to students, including the
homecoming activities, the van th at gave
away water two weeks ago, and I even saw a
car th at belonged to a radio station recently.
I compare our homecoming to other colleges
where my Mends go and see a significant
difference. Montclair is definitely more fun,
especially as the years progress.
Jam ie Lynn Coryell, a Business major, is in her
Besides homecoming and the list of things second year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
that gets e-mailed to us every week, what
else do you do for fun? The most crucial time

The Alienated Alumni of MSU
MSU Is Not Only Standoffish To Students, But Ex-Students As Well.
This past weekend, M ontclair State
University celebrated its 2006 homecom
ing. I’m not sure who won the game, but
maybe someone reading
this does. Homecoming,
from w hat I’m told,
is a time when proud
alumni and enthusias
tic students come out to
celebrate the sta rt of a
new school year with a
parade, a football game
and an overwhelming
ANDREW
BERENGUER
show of school sprnt. I
COLUMNIST
know this because I’ve
heard about it from
M ends who attend other schools. I hear it’s
quite an experience.
Now I know MSU isn’t like other schools
and th at “school spM t” has always been a
much-debated topic with each side explain
ing why it doesn’t exist while the answer
stares us right in the face. Alumni do not
care about this school. After years of being
forced to jump through every hoop imagin
able, from paying out thousands of dollars
in parking tickets to the over-priced meal
plans, most students who graduate take their
degrees and run away, determined never to
return, like a beaten dog who finally chews
through her leash. But is th at really true?
Maybe the disheartening alumni atten
dance last weekend was due to heavy traffic,
and they are really kicking themselves for
missing out on all the good times. Maybe
they weren’t able to find a parking space.
Maybe they were all in the Red Hawk Deck
paying off the parking tickets from the last
time they were on campus. That’s what the
adm inistration likes to call alumni contribu-

“Make no mistake,
many graduates were in
Montclair, but they were
all packed into Alexus
Steakhouse across the
street on Valley Road.”

th at I search for something to do is during my
breaks between classes. I know th at I should
be studying for my m ath test or reading for
mythology, but when I need a break from all
of those numbers, I look around campus for
something to keep me occupied for an hour.
This is why I suggest more activities in the
quad, as it seems to be the place for Mends
to meet and hang out together. W hat else is
there to do besides eat and study?
I only hope th at the organizations of the
college continue to collaborate with us so
th at we can think of more ways to get people
involved and having fun. Despite the fact
th at we are adults and should be responsible
enough to entertain ourselves, every once in
a while, we need to get together with Mends
to let loose and act like kids again. I know
th at bringing these things to school costs
money but hey, what is tuition for? I would
be willing to participate in fund raisers so
th at we may continue to break away from our
studies once in a while.
Thank you to all who planned the activi
ties of last week’s homecoming at Montclair;
I, had a great time. It was nice to see stu
dents having fun together. I hope th at the
rest of the school year continues to be just as
eventful. But if last week is the last th at fills
the quad with moonwalks, rock walls and
other things to do, what can we do for fun
throughout the rest of the semester?

Another reason they didn’t want float
building to take place was because they
wanted to cut down on the possibility of
drinking and unruly behavior (which is fre
quently blown out of proportion) because
they wouldn’t want to look bad in front of
the alum ni who might feel like giving money.
The same alumni who don’t come around
anymore.
It’s not out of the question th at the sprnt,
passion and enthusiasm exhibited during
this event has become so alien to them they
view it as a threat. Pride and enthusiasm,
like cockroaches, need to be crushed as soon
as they’re first spotted; don’t give them time
to trickle down into our overall perception of
this school. Besides, if you want to party out
in a parking lot for homecoming, maybe you
should ju st go to Rutgers.
In the end, I know my voice will undoubt
edly go unheard. We all have to conform to
these new rules. We are flexible because we
need to be. Last year, the parade route was
changed so the performances would take
place at the am phitheater because they had
to use it for something in order to justify such
a huge mismanagement of funds. The floats
we had to build were only a third of the size
of floats in years past.
I can only imagine what they’ll take from
us next year and have the nerve to tu rn
around and ask why we don’t have school
sprnt. All we can really do is grin and bear
it until th at one fine day when they hand us
th at slip of paper and we walk into the sun
set towards the Alexus without ever looking
back.

tions, since for some reason, it seems impos
sible to get money out of them any other
way.
Another reason for the exceptionally
em barrassing alum ni attendance may have
been because of the changed time for float
building from Friday night to Saturday
morning. For years, this event, attended by
the active and alumni Greek community, has
been the closest thing to a tailgate party at
MSU and more than likely the largest annu
al gathering of MSU alumni. By canceling
this event, the administration has effectively
burned one of the largest university/alumni
bridges. Make no mistake, many graduates
were in Montclair, but they were all packed
into the Alexus Steakhouse across the street
on Valley Road.
There are a few reasons why float build
ing was cancelled this year, most of them
having to do with money. For instance, in
past homecomings, 20 police and security
officers had to be paid overtime, and this
year, only seven were needed for the entire
event. Next year they may only need four or Andrew Berenguer, an English major, is in his
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
five.
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SGA Vice President’s Call To Students
Involvement of T he Student Body Key To MSU Improvements
Campus life has a lot to offer to MSU
students. With over 100 organizations
and an incorporated Student Government
___________ Association, the events,
S H H H I H programming and stu« ■ ■ iw
dent voice have endless
possibilities. W hat is
even more unique is the
m illion-dollar budget
th at funds the SGA and
th at students run it!
Every SGA organization
is student-run, which
allows self-expression
AM Y CHICKEN
COLUMNIST
and independence.
Students can create
their own events, dis
cuss pressing issues and voice their opinions.
This type of student power, is extremely rare
and few SGAs in the nation can boast this
type of responsibility.
A fter attending national leadership
conferences, such as ACUI (Association of
College Unions International) and NACA
(National Association of Campus Activities)
within the last few years, I have met dozens
of student leaders who jolted when they
learned M ontclair had an incorporated
Student Government. They found it mesmer
izing th at students here .have the chance to
speak up without getting squelched. They
found it absurd th at we are able to run a mil
lion-dollar budget for campus organizations
and programs without the consultation of
administrators.
The tem ptation for those students to
transfer to MSU and join an organization
was overwhelming! So then why aren’t all

“R ig h t now , s tu d e n ts a r e fa c e d w ith p ric e in c re a s e s ,
p a rk in g s h o rta g e s , fille d s h u ttle b u s e s a n d to o m a n y
c o n c e rn s to lis t. T h e SG A m a y h a v e fu n e v e n ts, b u t m o re
im p o rta n tly i t is th e s tu d e n t v o ice to th e a d m in is tr a to r s
w h o r u n o u r u n iv e rs ity . ”

the MSU students lining up at the chance to
take action? W hat is delaying students from
getting involved on campus?
There is a lack of student involvement
th at can be seen in the SGA and its organi
zations. Right now, students are faced with
price increases, parking shortages, filled
shuttle buses and too many other concerns
to list. The SGA may have fun events, but
more importantly, it is the student voice to
the adm inistrators who run our university.
The SGA is only as strong as the students
who choose to stand up for their rights.
Change doesn’t happen on its own. If stu
dents want change then they need to speak
up and start getting active.
It is at this time the students of Montclair
State need th eir Student Government
Association more than ever. Perhaps stu
dents aren’t involved because they do not
want to have the baggage th at comes with
being a leader. All too often there is drama,
gossip, slander, power trips and organization
advisor control. I don’t blame students who
choose to be out of this atmosphere - it can
be frivolous! But nothing will change if stu-

dents simply sit back. Students can stand up
and choose to end this.
The SGA wants to hear the student voice,
represent, all student issues, and ensure and
protect student rights. The SGA cannot do
th at without student help. Don’t let your col
lege experience end without getting involved
on campus. Being a part of the SGA has
been the best decision I ever made; the situ
ations I have encountered cannot be found
in a classroom and I urge you to experience
change for yourself.
This is your campus and we need your
ideas. Be a p art of your SGA to see change
happen; don’t just stand there as the shuttle
bus drives past you -let your voice be heard!
Amy Chicken, a communications and theatre
major, is in her second year as SGA Vice
President.
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standard pizza,
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comes to eollsg^ campus food, The sushi
b ar attracts many students and brings
diverse, healthy food to everyone.”
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to children, in th e case
of C ongressm an M ark
This letter is in regards to the H aitian
Student Association’s homecoming perfor
mance this past Saturday, Sept. 30. On
:>ehalf of the H aitian Student Association
(HSA), we the e-board would like to extend
d u t deepest apologies to the Montclair State
University faculty, alumni, guests and stu
dent body.
Due to costume malfunctioning, during
d u t dance troupe’s performance, our dance
performance was received offensively by
homecoming attendees as an act of disrespect
and mockery for the homecoming parade and
the Montclair State University community as
a whole.

While it was plainly no one’s fault or
intention to offend, we take full responsibil
ity for the incident. HSA has been work
ing very hard for the past 15 years on this
campus sharing and promoting the H aitian
culture, values, food and community with the
MSU family. It would be devastating for the
organization to be looked upon disfavorably,
due to a single unforeseen costume malfunc
tioning. We sincerely hope th at this letter
of apology is received warmly and better
dispels certain views after th at particular
performance.
Sincerely,
The H aitian Student Association E-board

Foley. I w as dism ayed
and shocked to learn
about C ongressm an

AMANDA
CHARITON
YearrFreshman
Major:
English/

Psychology

% really like
it. Not many
MMMMH

. lit

>we’re

Foley’s unacceptable

unique. Plus, it’s yummy!”

behavior.”
-George W. B ush
to a Stockton, Calif.
E lem entary School new ly
b earin g h is nam e.

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only form at) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 w ords w ill not be
considered fo r publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited fo r length, content
and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include the author's nam e, major, last fo ur digits of SSN and phone num ber
or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author w ill be printed each m onth. • Submission deadline: M onday. 1 0:0 0 p.m . •
Letters may be subm itted through e-mail to msuopinion@ gm ail.com or sent to The M ontclarion - A ttn: Opinion Page Editor,
M ontclair State University, 113 Student C enter A nnex, M ontclair, NJ 0 7 0 4 3 .
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Sophomc
Major:
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diverse taste to
feerR athuIsee a lot of people eating it.”

Question o f the Week opinions are views
expressed by the students o f Montclair State
University, and are not necessarily the views
o f The Montclarion.
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Crossword
A CRO SS
1 Golfer’s
“snowman”
6 Jo ke ’s target
10 Woeful lament
14 Lost
15 Diva’s moment
16 Campbell of
“Scream ”
17 Dominion
18 Actress Conn
19 Those people
20 Fairy queen
22 Tree fluids
24 Medical pic.
25 Mythic founder of
Rome
'29 Spotted hunter
31 Shields
33 Person with
pressing duties
34 Jum ble
35 Krazy
36 All the rage
37 Take off
39 Gordon of'
“Oklahoma!”
43 French king
44 Catch sight of
48 Merman and
W aters
49 W aste removal
system
51 Last
53 Actor Telly
54 M cKellen’s title
55 “__ the Lonely^’
57 Negatives
58 Pension $$
60 Head-to-head
fight for honor
62 River of Hades
66 Beatty and
Buntline
67 Sicilian peak
68 Accelerating
vehicle sound
69 Fruit drinks
70 Chipper
71 Adlai’s 1956
slate-mate
DOWN
1 Jug handle
2 Resident’s suffix
3 Org. founded by
Juliette Low
4 Kohl and
Schmidt
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A li rig h ts re se rve d .

5 Hacienda hot
meal
6 Evil
7 “Battle Cry”
author
8 Of ocean motion
’ 9 Location of the •
101 Tower
10 Wee crawler
11 Soprano Lotte
12 Declared
13 Somewhat arid
21 C aves
23 Grievous
25 Record speed?
26 Mineral matter
27 Connolly and
Udall
28 Stick around
30 “Ulalume” author
32 Has the lead
37 Three-time
M asters winner
38 Misfortunes
39 Italian strait
40 Dressed
41 Blatant deception
42 Stimpy’s buddy
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C hild C a re W anted
Sitter for a 7-year-old boy. Two Af
ternoons, Wednesday a must. Need
transportation. 10 minutes from
MSU. Interest in games is a plus.
Please Call (973) 452-2500
Part-time: M/W/F 2p.m. -6:30 & Tuesdays/Thursdays at 12p.m. to 6:30p.m.
for two children in Montclair. Hours
can be split between tw o people.
Early childhood development study
of childcare experience is a plus.
Fun, very reliable, own car, clean
driving record, excellent references.
Call: (973) 464-5681
A driver and mother's helper need
ed in Ridgewood. Responsiblities
include driving two teenagers and
housekeeping. Hours are 3-6p.m. on
weekdays. A car is required.
Please call Marina: (201) 956-4449
Childcare/Tutor for a 6th-grade child
on mondays and Thursdays from 36p.m. Must have their own car. Pays
$12 per hour
Call Mary: (917) 750-8815
Afternoon babysitter wanted for
tw o creative and funny girls, ages
4 and 7, who need a warm and
engaging babysitter. Must have a
car. Needed Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday3-8p.m., Montclair.
Contact: Sitter@Ziehms.com
Call: (973) 866-4117 (voice mail)
Childcare for tw o children needed in
Nutley Monday to Friday from 2p.m.
to 6p.m. Must have references. Pay
is $14 per hour.
Apply at www.dakotananny.com or
Call: (973) 655-9507
BABYSITTER NEEDED: For a 2 and
4-year-old girl and boy. Flexible
schedule: after school, occasional
evenings, one or two days a week.
You w ill need your own transporta
tion. Upper Montclair, experience
and references preferred.
Call Judith: (973) 783-2351

Looking for extra cash and like kids?
Must own car and a driver's license.
Call: (973) 667-2414
M ontclair fam ily seeks a responible,
loving person to take care of two
children, ages four and seven. Must
provide own their own transpor
tation. 10 hours per week. Salary ne
gotiable, depending on experience.
Cali Chris: (973) 744-3645 or
Contact: markbeckett@mac.com
Need a babysitter for an 18-monthold boy several hours per week.
Must have Early Child Development
background and prior experience.
Spanish and CPR certification prefer
able.
Call Madelyn: (917) 846-5985
Looking for a self-motivated, active
individual able to coordinate school
8t activities schedules; supervise and
aid in homework, school projects
and assignm ents. Need own car and
driver's license. Initially Mondays
and.Wednesdays 2:30p.m.-6:30p.
m. Potential for expanding hours.
Salary negotiable, between $10 and
$14 an hour.
Contact:
SwansonFamily@optonline.net
Nanny wanted for tw o children,
ages one and three, for a mom
working at home three to four
weekdays, plus the occasional eve
nings, in Watchung Plaza.
Contact: jenny@ valnelis.net
Call: (973) 337-6257

•
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Saturday night sitters wanted for
two girls, ages eight and five. Must
be available tw ice a month. Have
names and numbers of references
ready WHEN you call.
Phone: (973) 655-1030

Travel w ith STS to this year's top
10 Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep com
m issions. V isit www.ststravel.com
or call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts.

Part-time Child Care/ Driver:
Looking for a fun and well-orga
nized person, male or fem ale, who
can work Monday and Thursdays
from 2:30 to 6 or 8p.m.. Other hours
are optional. Negotiable Salary in
Montclair.
Call Jennifer: (973) 744-1843
Contact : Jenniferduyer.msn.com

Get the best job a college student
can have! Looking for fun, depend
able people to entertain at parties.
Great pay plus tips. Starts at $40.00
per half-hour. Weekend work, no
experience necessary, free training.
Must have a car and internet access.
Call Bob: (973) 809-2933

Childcare needed, part-time for two
school-aged children. Car is neces
sary. Monday-Friday from 2:30p.m.
to 5:30p.m. 12-15 hours a week.
Call: (973) 687-1176

Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per
hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting, and
pet-sitting. Register free for jobs
near campus or home and start earn
ing extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com
Egg Donors Wanted: Established
Donor Program seeks loving, healthy
women, 21-33, to donate eggs to
infertile couples. Non-smokers only.
Generous compensation! Ca!5 or email for more information contact:
Call: 1-(888) 363-9457
E-mail: info@reproductivelawer.com

A l l S h if t s / F u ll &
P a r t - t im e
Apply in person or
send resumes to:
UNO Accounting
Office,
IO Stuyvesant Ave.,
Lyndhurst, NJ
07071,
201- 507- 1314,
(Next to Sunoco).
I n te r v ie w s h e ld
M o n . —S a t .
fr o m
1 .2 p m -6 p m !

Part-time babysitter wanted for
afternoons to pick up kids and care
for them. We live in Montclair. Job
Share OK. Driving is a plus.
Call: (917) 538-0651

UPS helps pay rorj
M education.

9 Do You Want to Work With A th letes?

Logan's Department of Sports & Rehabilitation is designed to assist students in the
management of injuries & assist in the treatment of patients in a clinical setting,

UPS really came through for me. They provide more
money for my education, plus great pay, a schedule that
fits my needs, and other benefits.

Master’s Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation

Part-Time Package Handlers

Formats
► Develop Skills in the Assessment, Treatment, Conditioning
& Injury Management of Athletes
► Work with Professional, Collegiate & High School Sports Teams
► Learn from Experts in Sports M edicine & Sports Chiropractic
►Treat patients in the state-of-the-art BIOFREEZE® Sports &
Rehabilitation Center

If you are looking for a career in healthcare offering tremendous
personal satisfaction, professional success and an income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan University today!

Ja re d Vanarme
First-Year S tudent

• $8.50-$9.50/hour with additional 50C increase
after 90 days
• Company paid medical benefits
• Weekends & holidays off
• Opportunity for advancement
- Work 3-1 / 2 to 5 hours a day, five days a week

EARN a*
LEARN*

Get up to

$23,000*
in College
Education
Assistance!

Complete an online application today at:

www.upsjobs.com
Or call: 201-330-2315
Í0 g a n a d m @ l0 g 3 n .e cJU

The UPS
Program

► Unique Dual-Degree M.S./D.C. & Independent Graduate Degree

C h e ste rfie ld (S t. L o u is a re a ). M isso u ri

Now hiring all
positions -for
our CLitton
Location

Help W anted

Babysitter wanted for our 11-yearold daughter in our Clifton home on
occasional weeknights and week-,
ends. Excellent pay, but references
are needed.
Call Joe or Kathy: (973) 881-9549

Sports Rehab

U N IV ER SITY W *

montclarionads@ aol.com — PA G E 24

'Earn and Learn® Program
guidelines apply.
UPS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer M /F/D /V .

V
w w w .thèm o ntclarion.org
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The Editors Picks
'

Think You Know
Your Sports?

BOBBY

MIKE

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Chicago over Buffalo

Chicago over Buffalo

Carolina over Cleveland

Ê

JË

parolina over Cleveland

Minnesota over Detroit

Minnesota over Detroit

New England uver Miami

New England over Miami

New cfc ^ jis

New (glean s over Tampa Bay
^wÊ%WMtÊip W&mÊÊk

IndlaiB&olis ovt-r Tpi.nosHe»

Indianapolis over Tedfiessee

N.Y. C ilpts over Washington

N.Y. Giants over W aÄ ngton

Kansa^^it^o^er Arizona

KansasCity over A a B n a

N.Y. Jeté over Jacksonville

Jacksonville over N n Jets

O akland over San Francisco

San F r a Ä S ^ ^ ^ B (fekland

Philadelphia over ¿ ¡p a s

Philadelphia over Dallas

San Diego

Gome Prove It!!
Sports Writers Needed
Call Mike or Bobby ext: 5241

Monday Night
Baltimore over Denver

inday Right
Denver over Baltimore

Upset Pick
Green Bay over St. Louis

Upset Pick
Green Bay over St. Louis

Overall Record

Upset Pick
2-2

Overall Record

Gam es Beck

Last W eek

37-21

Email:

(.63$)

Last W eek

M S U s p o r ts @ g m a il.c o m

T fini* Diego

8-6

(.571)

- 0

The M ontclarfon is a C la ss I Organization of the SGA, Inc.

34-24
8-6

Upset Pick

(.586)

0-4
Gam es Back

(.571)

- 3

* Home team in bold

Session 2007
January 2-13

31

The State University of N

m

Open to all!
A variety of undergraduate
and graduate courses In an
intensive learning
environm ent

Easy to register!

Eats flies. Dates a pig.
Hollywood star.

UViYOURDRElI
Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATION ESI A BETTER LIFE

www.forbetterlife.org
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Bto'DEs
M o n tc la ir S ta te U n iv e rs ity F o o tb a ll T e a m W in s F o u rth S tra ig h t H o m e c o m in g G a m e A n d M o v e U p T h e S ta n d in g s
M ike Johnson
Sports Editor
Bobby M elok
Assistant Sports Editor

For the second straight year, the
Montclair State University football
team celebrated their homecoming in
the rain. It may not have been as heavy
or played as promi
|MSU
nent a role as it did in
last year’s
TCNJ
7
3-0 overtim e
w in
over
Kean University, but the rain was
there.
And ju st like last year, the Red Hawks
celebrated w ith a win.
In fact, ju st like the last six out of seven
homecomings, the Red Hawks football team
celebrated with a win. Their last loss came
in 2002 when they lost to SUNY Cortland
20-16. The major difference from last year,
though, was the level of excitement coming
from the stands.
MSITs new pep band got the crowd going
and the light drizzle wasn’t enough to keep
the spirits of the fans down. Last year’s
yawner took three hours and five minutes
for Sal Fama to finally fall on a Kean fumble.
Vin Doffont kicked it through the uprights
and everyone got out of the rain. This year’s
game had much more depth to it.
Saturday’s win against TCNJ, who the
Red Hawks are now 46-26-2 all-time against
was due largely to MSITs defense coming up
big in tight situations.
“The key to this game was the defense.
Simmons made great plays,” said quarter
back Michael Jump.
But Derrick Simmons wasn’t the only one
m aking the plays.
By the time the fourth quarter began,
the Red Hawks had ju st about locked up the
win.
“I knew it was over when we scored th at
extra touchdown to make it 27-3. That made
it a lot more comfortable. Those punt blocks
killed them too,” said Jump.
Jump (Toms River) didn’t exactly sit back
and watch though. The La Salle transfer
completed 12 of 21 attem pts for 174 and one
touchdown. Other th an the three sacks
against him, Jump wasn’t really in trouble
during the game. He threw no intercep
tions.
The blocked punts Jump was referring to
were the two by Mike Ajadi (Bloomfield) and
one by Emmanuel Ihim.

TCNJ at MSU

I
Ü
Dominique W ilson I The M ontdarion

Runningback Ryan McCoach blazes past the
Lions defense en route to a 27-7 victory.

G a ry A n d re w sh e tsk o

NJAC Defensive Player
of The Week
“I had it in me,” said Ihim. “I can’t take
all the credit. [Cornell] Hunt was pushing
me. We can’t ask for anything better.”
The 5’10” freshm an from Clifton blocked
the second punt of the game. Jason Scott
recovered the ball in the endzone for MSITs

third score of the game and the second touch
down. The touchdown was officially listed
as a punt return for a gain of zero yards and
was Scott’s first touchdown of the season.
It’s apparent now th at the Red Hawk
defense was the big story of the game. Not
only did players like Ajadi (who was named
to D3Football.com’s Team of the Week) and
Ihim come up big with blocked punts, but
others like Simmons, Fama, Hunt and Gary
Andrewshetsko came up big in the game.

Hunt led the team in tackles for the
night with 11, including an assist on a
k tackle for a loss. Fama had nine tackles,
Ian interception and a sack for 11 yards.
Eugene Pinkney had a total of eight
tackles and Simmons had five tackles,
[including an assisted tackle for a loss.
But not only did Andrewshetsko
[play a major role in MSITs win with nine
[tackles, three of which were for losses,
he also made an impact on the NJAC.
The 6’1”, 265 lb. senior was awarded
NJAC Defensive Player of the Week.
The Red Hawks’ offense lacked the
energy it usually has during a win. The
200-total gained yards would barely
have been enough to get by and the
offensive side of special team s lacked a bit
too.
“It was frustrating,” said Edmond Loney,
MSITs punt/kick returner. “The low kicks
weren’t Coming in [to me]. It feels good to
blow them out. The defense stepped it up.”
Ryan McCoach rushed for 25 yards on 11
carries and was taken out of the game in the
fourth quarter with an injury.
Fred C arter had four catches for 48 yards,
Rashon Walker had four catches for 44 yards,
McCoach had two catches for 28 yards and
Loney and A.J. Letizia both had one catch
each. Letizia’s touchdown was the last in the
game.
The offense combined for a total of 10 first
downs, 26 rushing yards, 174 passing yards
and 200 total yards. The defense allowed 16
first downs, 129 rushing yards, 84 passing
yards and 213 total yards, but picked up four
sacks, three blocked punts and an intercep
tion.
Andrew Mason of TCNJ was carted off
the field dining the first quarter with an
apparent leg injury. He was taken away
in an ambulance and did not return to the
game.
W ith their win over TCNJ on Saturday,
the Red Hawks are undefeated in conference
play and are headed into another conference
game this weekend against the 1-3 Buffalo
State Bengals at Coyer Field in Buffalo, N.Y.
The Red Hawks are 3-2 all-time against
the Bengals, who are new to the NJAC.
Their first meeting came in 1999 when the
Red Hawks edged them in a 37-34 victory
in the first round of the NCAA D ill playoffs
and the last time MSU defeated them was
2003.
The Bengals are coming off a 50-30 loss at
the hands of the Kean and are still looking
for their first NJAC win.

Duygu Atacan I The M ontdarion

Dominique W ilson I The M ontdarion

Duygu Atacan I The M ontdarion

Duygu A tacan I The M ontdarion

Rashon Walker (left) and Jeff Papcun (right) share their stories on the sideline before
Saturday’s game.

Duygu A tacan I The M ontdarion
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Player of The Week
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Junior * ■
k
Hometown: Bloomfield, NJ
Ajadi blocked two punts, putting the Red
Hawks in great field position in their 27-7
Homecoming vi ctory over TCNJ this past
■ Saturday.

RMlS

ftfMl

H onorable M entions

E

m LANTHES
Senior
Hometown: Cranford, NJ

Soccer (Women's
NJAC

NJAC

Overall

MSU

5-0

11-0

NJCU
Rutgers-Camden
Kean
Richard Stockton
Ramapo
TCNJ
Rowan
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark

3-0-1
3-1-1
2-1-2
2-2-1
2-3
2-3
1-3-1
1-3
0-5

9-1-1
5-3-3
5-2-3
8-2-1
8-3
4-5-1
7-4-2
5-5-1
3-7-1

Overall

Rowan
TCNJ

3-0-2
3-0-1

9-0-2
8-0

MSU

3-1-1

8-2-1

Richard Stockton
Kean
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU

3-1-1
3-2
2-2-1
2-3
1-3
1-4
0-5

7-2-2
8-2
5-4-1
6-4
4-5-1
4-6
2-8

This W eek
Thurs. @ Rhode Island 4 p.m.
Sat. @ Mitchell 1 p.m.

Sat @ Rutgers-Camden l.p .m .
Mon. @ Rowan 5 p.m.

Last Week's Results
9/30 - MSU 2, Rutgers-Camden 1

Last Week's Results
9/30 - MSU 3, Rutgers-Camden 0
10/2 - MSU 0, Rowan 0 (2 OT)

NJAC

SUNY Cortland
Kean

2-0
1-0

MSU

1-0

Rowan
TCNJ
Rowan
William Paterson
Buffalo State

1-0
0-1
1-0
0-1
0-2

This W eek

MS

SAL FAMA
Hometown: Milltown, NJ

I

—

4-0
3-1

NJAC

^^^Kontributed: 9 tackles, a sack
and an interception to the Red
Hawks' 27-7 victory over TCNJ on
S a tu rd a w H H B

Overall

TCNJ
Rowan

1-0
1-0

3-1

MSU

1-1

7-1

3-1
2-2
1-1
0-4
1-3

W illiam Paterson
Kean
Richard Stockton
Kean

1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2

6-3
4-3
4-5
4-5

Dutko was Credited with one goal
;a n i^ ^ l^ ls t 'in MSU's 3-0 win at
Rutgers-Camden this past week
end. ‘.V, '-¡¿el

7-0
6-3

mm
JENNA GALLO '■
Sophomore
Hometown: Voorhees, NJ

This W eek

Sat @ Buffalo State 1 p.m.

Sat @ Ursinus 1 p.m.

Last Week's Results
9/23 - MSU 27, TCNJ 7

Last Week's Results
9/30 - MSU 2, C.W. Post 1
10/3 - MSU 3, William Paterson 1

i
KELLY DUTKO ■ ■
Senior
Hometown: Hamilton, NJ

Field Hockey
Overall

Anthes scored both goals in
MSU's 2-1 win over RutgersCamden. He was named NJAC
Offensive Player of the Week.

■

■ E

This W eek

m

MÊM

Gallo scored the game-winning
goal in Montclair State's 2-1 vic
tory oyer Division II C.W. Post. It
was her second of the season.

mm
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Red Hawk Soccer Survives
M e n ’s S o c c er M a tc h e s B e st S ta rt In S ch o o l H isto ry W ith 11-0 R e c o rd
Bobby M elok
A ssistant Sports Editor

M ike Johnson
Sports Editor

While the football game may
have been the m ain event of
Homecoming weekend, there was a
strong undercard leading

rS tS mdK

1

Sp o rts W riters’ P a n e r
At Yogi Berra Museum

1

fis s ili

0ne

tests preced
ing MSLPs trouncing of TCNJ was
a soccer match between the Red
Hawks and the Scarlet Raptors of
Rutgers-Camden.
The stands were packed with
143 fans at P ittser Field on
Saturday. A number of them were
extremely vocal Red Hawk sup
porters, cheering their team in
what would tu rn out to be a heated
NJAC contest.
The game was physical from
the outset, with bodies flying all •
over the field. A Rutgers-Camden
player was given a yellow card in
the 17th minute for a blatant hit.
A few m inutes afterw ards,
Montclair State took the lead as

I
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Courtesy of Sp orts Information

Rudson Crisosotomo (left) and Bill Anthes (right) were both hon
ored by the NJAC this week. Crisosotomo was named Rookie of
the Week, while Anthes received Player of the Week.

Red Hawk faithful came alive.
They cheered non-stop for the
final 20 m inutes of the game.
The unending roar took RutgersCamden off their game to the point
where one of their players was aruging with MSU fans rather than
paying attention to the
game.
The Red Hawks took
advantage of the distrac
tion, using it to regain
control of the ball and
push toward the Scarlet
Raptor goal. Despite
their best efforts, they
could not score a goal.
Rutgers-Camden raised
the physicality of the
game, sending Montclair
defender B rian Miles
to the ground w ith a
couple of hard hits th at
went unnoticed by the
officials.
With time winding
down, the Red Hawks
rushed for a chance at
the gamewinning goal.
Around the three-m in
Duygu A tacan I The M ontclarlon
ute mark, senior defend
Ilyas Tasci (right) of Montclair State and
er Todd Tumelty found
Shawn Cunning (left) of Rutgers-Camden
a hole in the defense,
both going for the header during Saturday’s
game.
and his team m ate Bill
Anthes set him up for
senior midfielder Bill Anthes put a the goal and the Red Hawk’s 11th
shot in the back of the net for the win of the season.
first goal of the game, his ninth of
The men’s soccer team remains
the season. The Red Hawks held undefeated heading into a threeoff the Raptor offensive for the rest game road trip th at will take them
of the first half, taking a 1-0 lead to Rhode Island, Mitchell College,
into halftime.
and Kean University They return
Rutgers-Camden came out home on Saturday, Oct. 14 to take
fighting in thé second half, push on the Ramapo Roadrunners.
ing the Red Hawks back into their
Their 11-0 record places them
own territory. Their aggression among some of the best records in
paid off, as Dom Crocetti tied the MSU history. The most successful
game with a goal in the 69th min men’s soccer team was the 1988
ute of play.
squad, who went 17-4-3 and won
After the goal was scored, the the ECAC Metro Championship.

MSUs baseball team has three
NCAA Division III World Series
championships and numerous
torunam ent apperances. Our foot
ball team has eight NCAA toruna
ment appearances. The softball
team has won the'ECAC Division
III South Championship each of
the past seven years.
If the team continues their win
ning ways, they will be among the
greatest M ontclair State team s
ever. Only two sports in school
history have ever gone undefeated:
football (1947, 1960, 1964) and
men’s lacrosse (1989).
Of course, the Red Hawks can
not continue their streak without
the hard work of their players. On
top of the two goals he scored on
Saturday, Bill Anthes has eight
others, bringing his season total
to 10, along with three assists.
Anthes is not the only one scor
ing for MSU. Senior forward Ilyas
Tasci has eight goals in 10 shots.
Senior Ryan Morgan also has eight
goals this season.
Despite their scoring prowess,
they would be nothing if they did
not have their goalkeepers. In
nine games played, sophomore
Nick Mele has allowed only five
goals and shut out the opposing
team five times. His goals allowed
average is 0.59. His backup is no
slouch either. In three appear
ances, Gabe Merla made six saves,
allowing only one goal.
Red Hawk men’s soccer has
carved out quite a season for them
selves. With only seven games
left in the season before the NJAC
playoffs, they have all the momen
tum in the world behind them.
W hether they can use th at
to motivate them to an amazing
finish and postseason or crumble
under its massive weight" is up to
them.

It’s not every day th at a 23-year
old kid from Clifton gets to live
out one of his dreams. W hat was
m eant to be an educational “field
trip,” if you may, became ju st that,
and much, much more.
If you were one of the people who
was lucky enough to have attended
Yogi Berra Museum on Thursday,
Sept. 28, then there would be no
need to read this, but since most of
the seats were empty, I’ll take my
chances and say most of the readers
weren’t there.
Of course, it was the first part
of a three-part series sponsored by
The Institute for the Humanities,
as well as The Yogi Berra Museum
and Learning Center.
- “Sports and Journalism ” was
the first leg of a sort of “Sports
Talk Triathalon.” Dr. Rita Jacobs,
professor of English and journal
ism at Montclair State University,
was the moderator, and scheduled
to appear were ESPN’s Jeremy
Schaap, The S ta r Ledgers Jerry

got to hear stories of the old days,
when players and w riters actually
got along and didn’t want to put
one another down or hunt down the
steroid culprit.
Mr. Izenberg told stories about
Yankee great Casey Stengel and
about his struggles to the top of
sports journalism . Mr. Araton told
his stories about Derek Jeter and
his accounts of the heroics dis
played at certain Olympic Games.
These stories all made for an
interesting two hours, all of which
I spent on the edge of my seat,
but the biggest surpirse of the day
came when Jeremy Schaap’s vacant
seat was filled by a fam iliar face.

courtesy o f yoglberra.com

Yogi Berra has the most World
Series Rings of any other player.

courtesy of sportshalloffam enj.org

Izenberg, who is from Newark, is
a member of the Sports Hall of
Fame of New Jersey.

Izenberg anAThe New York Timed
Harvey Araton. The only problem
was th at Schaap apparently had
some clock problems and couldn’t
make it to the day’s events.
Being a fan of ESPN myself, I
was a bit disappointed to find out
Mr. Schaap would not be attend
ing,
but
Araton and
Izenberg
were more
th a n
a
delight. Not
only was
I m eeting
two of the
most promi
nent men of
cou rtesy of nytim es.com
today - and
Araton is a sports
colum nist for the y esterd ay ,
New York Tim es.
but I also

V isit w w w .m o n tcla ir.e d u /a th letics.h tm l fo r m ore info rm ation

Yankee legend Yogi B erra
appeared at his museum and even
stayed long enough to get involved
in the discussion. If you know
anything about Yogi, you know he
always has something interesting
to say.
“If I ever told you something
off the record and you still wrote
it in your story, I wouldn’t talk to
you anymore,” he told me, on the
record.
But Mr. Berra wasn’t the only
one w ith im portant information
th at I will never forget in my life.
Jerry Izenberg said, “The a rt
of listening, especially among the
youth, is lost. Young people com
ing into this business today seldom
take the time to learn. They want
to move, move, move.”
I know I’ll never forget the day
I met Yogi Berra and got to shake
his hand and talk about Montclair
State University football. The thing
th at will always be burnt into my
mind like a branding iron is what
Harvey Araton told me when I
asked him what I can do to get to
his level. He told me, “A serious
journalist, the one th at m atters, is
the one who can bring the story.”
I hope I’ve brought some kind of
story to you and maybe one day I’ll
see Mr. Araton at the top. After all,
he did sign my program, “To Mike,
Hope to see you in the business one
day, Harvey Araton.”

